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The First 25 Years
access to the school. The facility was
designed by the architectural firm of
Mies Van Der Rohe. It cost $4 million
to construct and was completed in
1977. At that time the station was the
first expansiOn of the Illinois Central
Commuter System in over 40 years. It
continues to service the GSU communit} in an efficient manner
As1de from GSU's ambitious superstructures. the umversity underwent an
infrastructural metamorphosis also.
With the landing of a man on the
The grading system. the most tell-talc
moon, the C1nl Rights Movement and factor of a university's standards started
at GSU with a most unorthodox flavor.
the Bealles' usurpation of America a
new pra"\JS was established, one of
One archival mtcrofficc memo from
freer expression, liberalism and diverse 1969 stated. "Students \\ill receive no
modes of thought. It was in this era on grades at ne'' Go,ernors State Uni,crsity. but a unique evaluation recording
Jul) 17, 1969 that Governors State
system \\hich will give them far more
Universit} was born. The institution
specific information on their accomwas to be innovative, constructive,
unique, and reflective of the diverse na- plishments than grades could ever do."
ture of America and its populace.
The unique method of teaching. ho\\Governors State however, did not
cver, was discarded due to its incomalways boast over 6,000 students and
patibility with other schools' grading
its place of residence was not always
scales and future employers' evaluacalled University Park. Ila Gallagher. a tions of GSU students' accomplishGSU worker \\ho has just started her
ments and competence.
Hth year with physical plant operaIn establishing a strong infrastructions explains, "GSU was originally an ture, William Engbretson made a well
office in Park Forest back in 1969, then detailed wish list. archival research
provided some insight into the mind of
it was moved to a warehouse in
Monee." The number of students at
the former president From his own
that time was 595, but quickly doubled notes he felt that a university should
to 1,168 in 1973. At that time. the uni- have a triad of objectives - a foundation
with which to provide a well rounded
versity was headed by its first president, William Engbretson, who
quality education. The three objectives
oversaw the ground breaking ceremotranslated into: Research - the acquisition of knowledge, Teaching -the
nies of the present building back in
transmission of knowledge and Service
1971 . The university's estimated cost
was $20 million. GSU's Park Forest
- the utilization of knowledge.
From his formative list he added,
area was renamed University Park in
"any distortion causes structural
1984.
faults." In other words. any straying
As far as the structure of GSU is
from this simple outline could underconcerned, the Governors State Train
Station may seem like a completely
mine a great future and disciplined
separate entity, but it was built with the structure greatly essential to a new msole purpose oi giving students greater stitution. While ex1>ressing the makeup

By Sean M. Carr

Heady
Days

of his much needed staff. He wrote, "A
university is more than just bricks and
mortar, it should contain a rich faculty
that displays attributes of experience,
wisdom and maturity."
It would seem that at the beginning
of every new venture there is that inevitable aura of optimism, one that
graced GSU In another passage to
Engbrcfson's notes. he e"\prcsscd concern with outside influences , like the
nearby to\\ nships. and how to assimilate those clements for the good of the
students. He wrote, "Our primary· population \\ill come from nearby rural,
suburban and urban areas. therefore,
the problems of the great metropolis' IS
ours. We will be engaged with problems that beset city life, problems of racism and poverty. We must train our
students in a
iall · rclcv nt context.
otherwise, we fail and I am not accustomed to failure.
At the end of his impassioned notes
the former president added, "Above all
a university is an educational sef\·ice to
the people of the state of Illinois. GSU
belongs to all the people of this great
state."
In Engbretson's commencement
address to the first graduating class
back in '71 he spoke greatly of multiculturalism before it became a national catchphrase. He expressed, "Our
goal is Cultural Expansion -- we believe that every student has a right and
responsibility to seek an appreciation
and use of the fine arts and humanittes
as countervailing forces to depersonalization. and as expanders of human
life. The students and university serve
each other and the community as culture carriers, studying and reflecting
the intricacies, problems, joys, and expressions of all cultures and subcultures. We further believe that these
goals can best be attained in an integrated cnvuonment and this we arc

domg our best to provide. Our commitment to integration is deliberate and
visible and it will take the best that is
in all of us to realize these goals. Even
though the school was established in
1969, the first graduating class was in
1971, which was an appropriate place
to establish a timeline. A timeline that
wlll spill into the 96' school year.
For the 25th anniversary kickoff,
action teams estabhshed by director of
public affairs Constance Zonka will
take the forefront in estabhshmg celebratory· events. The gala w1ll entail the
new theatrical center opening. Infinity
Art Gallet) displays and Manilow
Sculpture Park tours. just to name a
few .
In this issue we celebrate the first
25 years of our esteemed univcrsit) .
covering various outstanding aspects of
the institution itself and its student media appendage, the Innovator. An in
depth intemew with President Paula
Wolff on the future of GSU follows
along with details on the College of
Health Professions' new Occupational
Thcrap) and Physical Therap) program. Further on in this issue an evolution of the university's symbol is
explained, from its early nuts and bolts
appearance, to a dizzying psychedelic
print. From there we look in retrospect
at the Manilow Sculpture Parks' finest
works. As for the Innovator, a broad
look at the faces behind the words is
given, one of the very first issues of the
paper is explored and a brief history of
its faculty produced predecessor Faze-l
is revealed.
The institution of Governors State
arose in an innovative free spirited
time and has continued to display those
admirable attributes throughout the
90's. Here's to another 25 years in the
hope that they are as prosperous, exciting and interesting as the former ones
have been.
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counselors and African American
male substance abusers.
Counselors will learn ho'' to implement strategies m gaining the trust
of the substance abuser as well as
putting aside racial and language
barriers. This interactive workshop
will provide a framework for buildGovernors State University presents
ing the skills necessary for effective
a two-day workshop Dec. I and 2 fo- treatment of the African American
cusing on communicating with Afri- substance abuser.
can American male substance
The tuition for the one-credit hour
abusers.
workshop is $132 for undergraduThe workshop meets from 9 a .m. to 5 ates. $136.50 for graduates. The
p.m. both days at GSU
non-credit fcc is $100.
The workshop is designed to help
For additional information. contact
professionals effectively address and the Office of Conferences and Condtsarm the communication barrier
tract Sen ices at (708) 5344099.
that oficn exists between addicttons

Substance
Abuse
Workshop

Beverly Bank
Underwrites
Season
at Center for

The gift will help undcmritc expenses incurred during the premiere
season opening Dec. 2 with a gala
grand opening program featuring
comedian Rich Little.
The season officially opens \vith
singer Judy Collin's Christmas Program Dec. 16. followed by the Hubbard Street Dance Chicago Feb. 3.
the Tokyo String Quartet with Pinchas Zukerman Feb. 27, the Harlem
Blues and Jazz Band with Barbara
McNair March 2. the musical "MaA $50,000 gift from Beverly
halia" March 8, the Chicago ChamBank will be undcnvriting the open- ber Musicians March 17.
ing season of The Center for Arts
Also, the Royal Winnipeg Ballet
and Technology at Governors State
April 20, Charlie Daniels April 27,
University.
the Chicago Jazz Ensemble April
This generous donation has
28, the Vermeer Quartet May 12,
given Richard Kordos, executive di- Arturo Sandoval May 18, the musirector of The Center, the opportucal "42nd Street" May 25, Louise
nity to bring top-rated performers to Mandrell July 13, and Roy Clark
the south metropolitan's newest
Aug. 3.
theater.
"Beverly Bank's gift to The Cen"We wanted to be a part of this
ter for Arts and Technology is reccelebration of the arts," said Charles ognized by The Center's advisory
Ofenlock. president of Beverly
board as a commitment to an outBank. "Our gift is given as a comstanding first season." said Karen
mitment for what can and will con- Reid, board chairperson. "We
tinue to happen in our area because
promise that all who attend will be
of The Center for .(\rts and Technol- delighted with facilities and enogy. In speaking for all of us in the chanted by the programming. That,
Beverly Bank family, we applaud
we think. is the best 'thanks' we can
the vision of those who worked so
offer the Beverly Bank family."
hard to develop The Center and look
For information on tickets call
fomard to the artistry that ''ill be
The Center box office at (708)
presented on this stage."
235-2222.

Arts and

Technology

Free T ax Workshop
The Office of Economic Education at Go,·crnors State University im1tcs
teachers in the community to a workshop on undcrstand10g ta ' es at 4:30
p.m Dec. 12.
The free workshop will be presented at Homewood-Flossmoor High
School by Howard Sp1ccr. a n cconom1cs teachers at H-F High School and
an adj unct professor of economics at GSU
The \\ Orkshop is designed to introduce teacher to the "U nderstandmg
Ta,cs" high school progra m that was developed by the AgcnC) for Instructional Technology a nd National Counci l on Economic Education.
The workshop will add ress the components of the "Understanding
Ta,es" program a nd demonstrate how the methods can work in the classroom . What is a fair tax. as well as the impact of income taxc on the public. "ill be cO\·crcd. Teachers" ill also learn ho\\ to teach students to
prepare federal income ta' forn1 .
For more information. contact Shcn I S/ot Gallaher 10 the OEE office at
GSU at (708) 53-t-4926.
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John Doczy of Orland Park.
Doczy's family counsehng class took
the \\Ork with the second graders on
as a class project. "Now they seem
to be gctt10g 10 to 11." he sa1d as he
supen·iscd t\\O boys. "The~ were
ready to go "hen we started."
Unlike most second graders.
Without fear, the children rang
when students from Kennedy and
door bells thrustmg information
Roosevelt Schools in Chicago
sheets into the hands of residents
Heights said "Trick or Treat.
"Do you have some food for the
Monc) or Eat." the) d1dn't mean it
homeless 'cause they don't got an)
for thcmscl\·cs.
money ." Kc\in Taylor asked. ResiThe1r rounds through the neighdents dashed to thc1r pantncs and
borhoods were for Chicago Hc1ghts
cupboards conung back "ith arms
needy . and the donations the) colfull of goods
lected will be used for Thanksgl\lng
"This was such a man·clous exfood baskets
perience for the k1ds." Dr. Doll)
There was an underlying motiHelsel , assistant supenntcndcnt for
vation to this project designed b)
D1stnct 170 said. "The~ arc sttll
school administrators and Dr Milugh as kites The tremendous rechael Lewis. professor of psycho Ioro
sponse of the neighbors played an
and counseling at GSU; "social esimportant part in this. and I kno\\
teem." he explains. "We want to sec
the students arc an,1ous to bo' the
if these kids can be motivated to
food and deliver it for the Thankshelp others and in the process get a
gl\tng holtdays."
better att1tudc about themselves.
Dr. Lewis sees this kind of\olThis prOJect is meant to teach them
untccrism as an ongomg project He
that if you learn to do things for othhopes to work with these second
ers it will came back to you in selfgraders throughout their school caesteem."
reers to determine if these types of
The Friday before Halloween. as
intcn·ent1on projects help change
part of the "Let's Make a Difference
students' attitudes about thcmsch·cs
Day" celebration in Chicago
and those around them .
Heights, the students pushed groccl')
"They're up against so many
carts up the streets and ran from
negative influences that we hope \\C
house to house collcct10g canned
can make a difference in thc1r
goods and cash.
lives." he added.
"At first, when we discussed it in
class, they didn't seem to care one
way or the other," said GSU student

Thanksgiving
Donations

PSC Offers CoiDputer
Classes For Seniors
CHICAGO HEIGHTS - Computer novices ages 50 and older should
mark their calendars for the classes being offered through the Older Learners Institute of the Prairie State College Education Center at Lincoln Mall.
A variety of courses are available. ranging from a basic computer introduction to the operation of sophisticated software packages.
Com 52, "Introduction to Computers with Emphasis on WordPerfect 5. 1
- For Seniors" is an entry-level course providing an overview of the personal
computer. The five-week course will meet on Fridays from 9:30 a.m. to
noon beginning Dec. 1. Cost is $50.
Com 53, "WordPerfect 5. 1 Part II - For Seniors" expands your knowledge of this elementary word processing program. The three-week course
meets on Wednesdays from 6:00 to 9:20p.m. beginmng Dec. 6 Cost IS
$60.
Com 58, "Windows I - For Seniors" teaches the basics of the WindO\\
operating system. The two-week course meets on Thursdays from 6 00 to
8:30p.m. beginning Nov. 30. Cost IS $45 .

You are invited!
The National Student Speech Language Hea ring Association (NSSLHA)
would like to mn te a ny 10tcrcstcd part) to joi n us for an eveni ng \\l th Melanic Frazek.
Frazck is a certified speech-language pathologist She also has a Ia\\ degree
and \\I ll be discussing the legal Do's and Don'ts for speech assistants in public schools.
Date: No,cmbcr 30, 1995
Time: 7:30pm
Room: TBA - please check the board outside the CDIS office (F 1617) .
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Look W"hat's happening at GSU !

No-Cost
Counseling

Employee
of the Year

for friends and families of GSU students.
The Counseling Lab offers personal sessions in a settmg of confidentiality
for individual, vocational, and family counsehng. Members of the GSU ·
community can discuss relationship problems, depression. adjustment disorders, life's transitions, , anxiety. and career issues in private sessions with
a counselor. The Counseling Lab is supportive of bi-sexual .111d gay issues.
For more information please contact the Counseling Lab at

708-534-4545.

What's New At WICI?
By Patricia M. Gorniak
Women In Communication. Inc. (WICI). which is open to both men
and women, is a professional communications organi.t..ation that has finall y
armed at Governors State Univcrsit\ .
·
In its beginning stages. WICI at GSU has started to gain momentum !
Our first fund-rai ser a tall) apple sale. was NO\cmber 15th and 16th and it
was a success. We would like to thank cvcl)onc that visited our table. Also
WICI would like to thank the volunteers who donated their valuable time
to the sale, along with Student Life for helping us and pro\iding encouragement to have our first fund-raiser be a success.
A report on the Chma Conference, will be avmlablc on Nov 16th and
hosted by th.c I~tcrnat~o~~l Business Club. at the nc~t WICI mcctmg. This
IS JUSt a begmnmg m JOimng with other organil'.atlons at GSU to help pro\! de a vancty of seminars on different subjects.
Topics for future discussion were·
Future fund~raiscrs -Women's Histol)· month/Career fair and develop·
mcnt 4/96 -NatiOnal WICI Career day 4/96 -Faculty presentation onWomen's Studies -Harriet Gross-speaker -Mcd1a tour of The Time
-Discussion of operational procedures -Budget •WlCI participates with The
Black Student Club to _donate coats and sweaters • National membership
and next date the applicatiOns will be sent to headquarters.
Th~ next WICI. meeting
be held Monday, Dec. tlth at 7:30 p. m.
There IS a change m the mcctmg day and time for the Dec. meeting. Will
tl) to accommodate cvcl)onc! Again the meeting will be held m the Dean's
Conference Room. We would like to take the time to invite cvcnonc to our
mcctmgs for new ideas and suggestions. We welcome new mcn;bers. \lsitors a~d a.s always. volunteers to help us create a successful professional
orgam.t..at1on.

''!II

More Customers-More Sales
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
A~vcrtising

in the ~nnO\'Oior, Governors State University's newspaper,
connect you w1th an ever-growing and cxpandmg consumer base.
The Innovator is committed to help you tap into a market of over 6.000
potential customers.
. Advertise your products. services. or business in the Innovator.
G1ve us a call at 708-534~517 or fax to 708-534-8953 or\\ rite us at:
The Innovator
Governors State University
Student Newspaper
University Park. IL 60466
\HII

Rates arc charged per column inch:
Standard rate $5
Student rate $4
(min . I column inch )
Display Ads. Standard rate $4
Student rate $3
(mm 4 column inch)
(Prices arc subject to change)

Classified~

This is one column inch ->
1.75"x 1"

Alton James of Chicago Heights has
been named the 1995 "Employee of
the Year" at Governors State Univcrsit~ James. who works sccurit\
detail "1th th~.: Department of Public
Safety on campus. was selected for
this honor by his co-workers and
students on campus. James was one
of 12 persons nominated for the
award. He received a $500 cash
prize and tickets for a sporting
event. Dozens of staff members
wrote to the selection committee
''ith words of praise for James rccogni.l ing his positive attitude. concern and friendliness.
"Alton James is the most friendly .
helpful, caring and pleasant person
you ever want to meet. He goes be·
yond and some to help anybody he
can. Alton makes sure the GSU
population feels safe. wh1ch IS

The
'Center'
opens
By Michael Davis
On December 2, 1995. the Center for Arts and Technology at Governors State University will open.
The purpose of the Center is to
showcase every aspect of the performing arts. from theater to music.
Richard Kordos, general manager, docs all the bookings for the
Center and has booked the first season alone \\ith famous entertainers
such as Judy Collins. Charlie Daniels. and Louise Mandrell. Musical
groups appearing during this first
season include the Chicago Jazz Ensemble, the Tokyo String Quartet,
the Chicago Chamber Musicians.
the Vermeer Quartet, Harlem Blues
and Jazz Band with Barbara
McNair, and Cuban born trumpeter
Arturo Sandoval. For musical lovers

greatly appreciated. said co-worker
Rose O'Neal in his nomination.
"His constant and cvcr-increasmg
sen·iccs arc continually performed
with vigor and true concern under
all types of adverse conditions." admmistrator Phil OraWicc related.
"His assistance and serv1cc is many
times 'above and beyond' that normally expected and encountered."
""As a disabled student, Alton will
pick me up at the doors by security
and he will drive me to my truck
and make sure that I am safch on
my way before he leaves. Fo~ me.
this is a lot because at 10:30 at
night. as siO\\ as I am.: this leaves
me vulnerable." student Vanessa
Ccrbantcs explained James has
been a full-t1mc GSU staff member
the past 18 months His main function is managing the escort. scn·1cc
and parking lot detail. Before accepting the job in the Department of
Public Safety . James worked part
time \Hth GSU grounds crew.

there will be "Mah::tliCI" and "42nd
Street. " The Hubbard Street Dance
Theater of Chicago and the Ro"al
Winmpeg Ballet will satisfy da.ncc
aficionados.
Impressionist Rich Little is the
opening act for the 1995 prcnucr
season. Tickets for the Rich L1ttlc
Grand Opening Prcm1crc Gala arc
$250 and include cocktails. dmncr
and dancing. HowcYcr, for GSU
students who only want to sec the
show. the ticket price is a more affordable $35 for balcom scats. For
any show after the Riel; Little Gala.
students rccchc a 20 percent discount on tickets. The Center offers
"A Ia carte" subscriptions. "Celebrity Club" memberships. Sunda\
brunches foliO\\ ing concerts. a~d
much more
The main goal of the Center for
Arts and Technology 1s to bnng big
name entertainment to the south
suburbs. The newly built I, 170 scat
facility is the result of the collaboration between Senator DeAngelis.
citizens from Chicago Southland's
community, and the State of Illinois.
For more information call the box
office at 708-235-2222

Vote!!!
Student Senate elections are
being held
December 5-7 in the Hall of
Governors
12 to 8 pm.
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He is the former mayor of University
Park, has been a regional historian, and
has headed rcg10nal development efforts for the past 25 years. He has been
a consultant on metropolitan development throughout the U. S. and for the
French Mmistry of Housing. Dr.
McClellan is a founding member of
Governors State University and also
taught here as professor of social sciences for 16 years. The past nine years
he has served as senior pastor of St.
Paul Community Church in
Homewood.
Dr. Larry McClellan '"ill serve as
Moving back to direct a regional
director of the newly created South
development
initiative isn't that much
Metropolitan Regional Leadership Cenof
a
change,
he
argues. "My entire hfc I
ter beginning January I, 1996. He will
have
always
had
several interfocus on creating a regional center
connecting
interests.
Urban/regional
based at GSU that will work with volstudies
and
religious
studies,"
he exunteers and members of the Regional
plains.
"Now
I
find
I'm
moving
back to
Action Project/2000+ implementing
a
focus
on
regional
community
recommendations from the 1994-95
development."
initiative and creating an information
Dr. McClellan has been a consultnetwork for the region.
ant
to the RAP/2000+ since June. He
"I am very impressed V\ith and
pleased to be joining a group of people sees his new efforts as director of the
South Metropolitan Regional Leaderwho are committed to developing the
ship Center as an outgrowth of the RAP
region," the new director said. "There
are hundreds of people who want to see initiative that involved residents in
identifying and researching critical sous work together as a region."
cial,
economic and political issues facDr. McClellan comes to the position
ing
the
region bound by 87th Street in
with a background which will enable
Chicago
to the north, the Illinois him to continue working with residents.

Indiana state line to the east, the
Kankakee area to the south, and Joliet
to the west.
As a sense of identity and need was
brought forth during RAP/2000+ meetings. it became apparent that the work
initiated by RAP director Ron Bean and
all the volunteers involved m the process needed to be housed at a central
place with the staff to organize the implementation. Dr McClellan has
agreed to take on that work m partnership with GSU as the mstitutional
home. "The dialogue Ron has so ably
developed will continue under h1s direction, and we will work in partnership on the larger issues," Dr.
McClellan explains.
"During the last year residents kept
telling me of their desire for the university to provide a stronger role in concerns of the region." says GSU
President Wolff, "The university takes
that need seriously. We initiated the
first step with RAP/2000+. Now we arc
moving into a new phase with the development of the leadership center and
the formation of the Learning in Community On-line Network (LINCOLN).
Because of his commitment to RAP and
his past and continuous involvement
with the area, I see Larry as the ideal
person to work with Ron Bean to

continue facilitating the dialogue and
implementation of recommendations."
"Larry McClellan and l have collaborated on numerous initiatives for
the southern suburbs over the past 20
years." says Bean. the former mayor of
Park Forest. "This will g1ve us another
opportunity to brainstorm and take actions on the ideas from residents of the
area"
Dr. McClellan says that the South
Metropolitan Regional Leadership Center will continue RAP's suggestions, as
well as organize and develop ne\\ cooperative groups that will '' ork on local
and regional initiatives The project
will have its own inforn1ation superhighway through LINCOLN.
"I see the LINCOLN network as a
building block in cooperative development." Dr. McClellan explains. "It ''ill
offer us the chance to exchange not
only needed information, but also ideas.
hopes and plans for the south metropolitan region . A strong partnership to
GSU is essential to the center's success.
I know that together we can make a difference for our region and ultimately
for ourselves."

computer modem or telephone. "We see
this as the developing technological
fabric that will permeate this region,"
said Dr. Leon Zaborowski, dean of the
Center for Extended Learning and
Communication Services at GSU, who
is beading up the initial work on the
LINCOLN project. "Just as the Internet
is an evolving information source, we
envision LINCOLN will prove to be
Governors State University, in con- the same for the south metropolitan region. The LINCOLN network will
junction \vith the Regional Action
eventually
be available to as many
Project/2000+, is working to design an
groups
and
individuals in the region as
electronic information network for the
possible; and we will be training people
south metropolitan region. The
on how they can include and update
$801 ,000 project is funded with a
their information on LINCOLN," he
$389,000 grant from the U.S. Departexplained. "This will be an all-inclusive
ment of Commerce and $412,000 in
network for information sharing or
matching funds.
real-time programming. If you don't
The links of computers, audioconferencing, and two-way video/audio ca- have access to a computer, you will still
pabilities \\ill be commonly called The be able to get information by using a
touch-tone telephone or fax machine. or
Learning in Community On-Line Netthrough
vidcoconfcrencing. "
work (LINCOLN). This network, to be
"Information
sharing is critical in
housed at Governors State Universil}.
today's
world,"
as
GSU's president Dr.
will be a local link in the national inPaula
Wolff
points
out. " At GSU we
formation infrastructure offering resirecognize
our
role
is
more than sharing
dents access to not only the Internet and
information
in
the
classroom.
LINits thousands of national and internaCOLN
will
give
GSU
the
opportunity
to
tional information sources, but also to
the dozens of sources of regional infor- empower citizens throughout our south
metropolitan region in an easy-tomation on everything from the Reaccess approach. Whether they want to
gional Action Project's efforts to attain
review a community bulletin board or
its goals to community news about
state or federal records, the information
schools and upcoming events.
will be available to them through LINPeople will be able to access the
COLN. It is a great way to augment the
LINCOLN network either via a

university's public service activities,
particularly the RAP process."
"The best part about LINCOLN is
its ability to network among all peoples,
all groups and all ideas," says Rep.
Jerry Weller, R-IL .• of the project. "Just
as I have supported RAP/2000+ . I can't
help but see LINCOLN as another
thread to help bond us all."
The grant, awarded Oct.l5, continues through April 1997. It will enable
GSU to purchase an audioconferencing
system and an additional information
server to increase the network capacity
for the existing Internet hook-ups available to the university, its students, staff.and alumni . Funds also provide for
staff to establish and operate LINCOLN
on a 24-hour basis, and to train those
who will input the information. GSU
students will be directly involved offering training and support services.
LINCOLN will be an outreach tool
of the RAP/2000+. an ongoing project
involving residents in identifying and
researching critical social, econom1c
and political issues facing the region
bound by 87th Street in Chicago to the
north, the Illinois - Indiana state line to
the east, the Kankakee area to the
south, and Joliet to the west.
RAP volunteers found that one of
the major concerns was the lack of
communication between areas and between volunteers working on projects
that can overlap.
"Once activated, UNCOLN will be
crucial to meeting those needs." stresses

Dr. Zaborowski. "We sec LINCOLN as
an innovative means of providing access, information, and resource sharing.
It will also allow for establishing distance education networks that will empower RAP participants and the general
public to input. access and usc
information."
For example. the RAP/2000+ Tranportation. Land Use And Regional
Planning Action Team is working toestablish coordinated transportation and
land-use planning. Through LINCOLN
it will be able to share information and
avoid duplication of efforts. The Em·ironmcnt and Resource Usc Action
Team of RAP/2000+ plans to establish
a region-wide environmental events
calendar. The LINCOLN network will
give community residents the opportunit~ to use the South Metropolitan Regional Higher Education Consortium's
telecommunications network that allows for two-way interactive
video/audio programmmg. This network is being funded through grants
from the Illinois Board of Higher
Education.
Governors State University will also
make available its Instructional Television Fixed Service facilities so that
community residents and those involved with RAP/2000+ can conduct
their own programming, such as town
meetings or view remote informational
vidcoconferencing.

New
Regional
Leadership
Center

The
''Lincoln''
Network

Ways To Sell
Yourself
If you wouldn't think of standing before someone and making a presentation, then Marilyn Yirku wants you to
think twice. In her workshop "Presentation Skills (Ways to Sell Yourself)"
meeting from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Dec. 8
and 9 at Governors State University,
Yirku will give tips on how to present
yourself effectively. The goal of the progranl, she said, is to teach participants
the basics of making effective presentations in a variety of different settings,
both individually and in groups. She

will help students learn to manage fear
and nervousness and actually enjoy
themselves while making the presentations interesting.
Yirku has more than 15 years of
corporate training experience and today
is president of Jay Mar Training Services. Her expertise includes teaching interpersonal communication skills. team
building. problem solving stress reduction and improving customer relations.
The fee for this workshop is $100.
Students enrolling will pay $132 for undergraduate credit and $136.50 for
graduate credit. Registrations arc being
accepted by the GSU Office of
Conferences/Workshops and Contract
Services at (708) .534-4099.

at the University of Minnesota who
founded and coordinates the Laboratory
for Research in Scientific Communication. He also is the head of the Department of Rhetoric there.
A diversity audit can help you better
He will have students examine why
organize your work team. Learn how to
diverse values and backgrounds in the
conduct the audit when Governors State
work force are important and hO\\ they
University presents the workshop "Mancan help create the context for wider
aging Diversity in the Workplace" Dec.
understanding and acceptance cssent1al
8 and 9 on campus. Participants will
for success in a culturally diverse marlearn how to develop the audit and proketplace. The fee is $100. Students envide a rationale and plan for encouragrolling for credit will pay $132 for
ing d1versily and cohesive team work
undergraduate and $136.50 for graduate
development in profit and non-profit
tuition. For registration information,
organizations.
call the GSU Office of
The 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. progran1 will
Conferences/Workshops and Contract
feature Dr. David Schuelke, a professor
Services at (708) 534-4099.

Managing
Adversity
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The
Innovator
of Old
The Innovator of old is yellowed,
stale, and musty with time. However,
it gives us an interesting look back at
its formative years, when ethnic pride
was at the forefront and a somewhat
militant air graced the masthead. The
1972 issue is also invaluable in that it
details GSU's hard earned accreditation and the formative years of the library and computing labs. The 1972
issue is an early one, but it is not the
first representation of GSU's interdepartmental news vehicle.
The interoffice faculty/staff newspaper was called Faze-l, a two paged
forerunner to the Innovator devised in
1971 to keep the administration
abreast of current events.

Interview
with
President
Wolff
By Bruce R. Weaver
Q: Describe what your typical day at
the college is like.
A: There is no typical day at the university. Each day brings something
new and different. The issues I get to
deal with each day are always a
surprise-ranging from a new lawsuit
to a donation from a grateful supporter
or a foundation. I do try to spend time
every day promoting the reputation
and visibility of the university and securing more resources for our students,
faculty and staff.
Q: What changes have you noticed at
Governors State since your tenure?
A: Those changes which I will comment on at Governors State since I began here are basically the ones which
are easily quantifiable. (I am probably
too close to most issues to venture
what is qualitatively different.) The
quantifiable changes include the fact
that our enrollments are up 18.3%
over the last three years. We have
been able to shift about $2.5 million
out of administration into teaching and
faculty support. We have 20% new or
additional teaching positions in the
last three years. We have been able to
have a number of new programs approved by the Illinois Board of Higher
Education. Our budget has grown by
$3.3 million or 13.5% in terms of state
resources since fiscal year 1993, and
$3. ~ million in terms of outside support from other than the state.
The university is serving more students, and, I hope serving their needs
well.

The old Innovator, circa 1972

Q: Do you sec any more elimination's
of education professors in the ncar
future?
A: There were no educational professors eliminated.
Q: Do you see Governors State becoming a four-year college in the future, or just remaining a senior
division college?
A: Whether or not Governors State becomes a four-year college in the future
will, in part, be a decision made by our
new board. I have learned from talking to people around the country who
were familiar with senior division institutions (there have been a number
over the last 25 years) that once the institution becomes a four-year college,
its character changes dramatically.
That is to say, the average age of the
students drops, and the focus of the degree programs tends to become less
clear. I, of course, am ready and
happy to work with others to define
what is best for the university; but, at
the present time, since we continue to
grow and since we are able to focus
our resources on our students at the
upper division in order to help them
get the best possible education in the
particular field they have selected, the
upper-division system seems to be
worl,Ung quite well. (If students disagree, I would like to hear from them.)
Pat Carter and Michael Toney are
working with a search committee to
select a new coordinator of community
college relations; once this position is
filled, we will solidify our academic
connections to the community colleges
and, I hope, make it possible for students to have a seamless 4-year educational experience with GSU as the last
two.
Q: What do you think is your most
outstanding accomplishment since
your tenure at GO\ernors State?
A: The thing of which I am most
proud since coming to Governors State
is the quality of the people who have
remained at the university and who
have joined the universit) When I
brag about Governors State, 1brag
about how wonderful our students, our
faculty and our staff arc. I do not consider this "my accomplishment," but I
do believe that the people at the

The look of Faze - 1

institution have been undervalued over
Lime; and I would like to make sure
that we are respected and valued
throughout not only the region but Illinois and the country for the excellent
institution which we are--focused on
adult and mature students and the excellent education they can receive
here.
Q: What change(s) would you like to
see at Governors State in the future?
A: The changes I would like to see at
Governors State are reflected in the
Strategic Plan that has been developed
by the university community. These
include expanded emphasis on access
for all students to the high quality education we offer and a commitment to
measuring our quality and always
monitoring and upgrading it when
necessary. Second, I would like to see
respect for diversity infused throughout not only the student body, faculty
and staff, but also the curriculum. Going into the 21st century, we must, as
an educational institution, recognize
the importance of understanding the
issues of academic and interpersonal
dimensions of people coming from diverse backgrounds. Third, I would
like also to see superb information
technology infused throughout all
parts of the university. The use of
technology in order to improve the
quality of information and learning is
absolutely essential, and Governors
State is noted throughout the country

as the leader in the usc of technology
in education. We need to position ourselves to continue that leadership role.
Fourth, we must continue to emphasize service to the region. Projects
such as the RAP/2000+, the Ford
Heights Project, the PADS support and
the many others which faculty, staff
and students participate in not only assist people in the region, but also create environments for real and practical
learning for both students and faculty.
Q: If you had something that you'd especially want to say to the students of
Governors State; what would it be?
A: What I would especially like to say
to the students at Governors State University it is that if there are concerns
or changes which they wish to see
made in the university, I would like to
hear from them, because our purpose
is to make Governors State an instJtution which is designed to benefit its
students in every possible way. Also,
if the students appreciate the high education which they are receiving, we
would like them to talk about that and
to spread the word about what a truly
superb institution Governors State
University is.
Reminder: I have open office hours on
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays
from 3:30 to 4:30p.m. Also, I can
meet almost any time by making an
appointment \vith Kay Stinson at
534-4130.

Dr. Paula Wolff
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In 1971 the Governors State University Library operated out of a warehouse. In January 1974, the library

areas of the library also provide public
service. They show how to use the ILLINET On-line catalog to people, like
myself, who haven't been to college in
13 years. "It is something you have to
constantly work at," Glascoff
comments
It seems the GSU library staff
makes a point of helping people in
need of learning the process of the system so they can make proper use of the
library. "We try to prur up a person
''ith someone who has been here a
while, that is the approach we use,"
Troy said. "I think the core of it is

slowly occupied the main building at
GSU, where students, faculty and professional spend a considerable amount
of time.
I spoke with Ann Glasco.ff, head of
the Documents Library and Dr. Shannon Troy, head of Reference and Liaison, about the past and present changes
of the GSU library. "I have never been
bored at GSU," states Troy jokingly
about the many hats she has worn
throughout the years. Troy began her
GSU career in November of 1972. Her
titles have changed many times over
the years; first as Human Learning
and Development (HLD) Liaison, now
called College of Education (COE);
then though the years many different
jobs with many titles.
When the library was running out
of the warehouse, there were more librarians at that time than there are at
the present time; presently there is only
one faculty member librarian. with five
positions being eliminated just in cataloging alone because of cutbacks. Ann
Glascoff started in February of 1973 as
Serial Cataloger, a part-time position.
Later, when the library was moved to
the main building , Glasco.ff was
named Head of Setials. After three
years, she became the Documents
Technical Services person, a Documents Librarian, then in charge of both
serials and documents, coordinator of
acquisitions, just about everything a
technical person does. Wearing many
hats has made their jobs interesting
and it also helps hold the system together. Glascoff remembers when the
moving process started from the warehouse to the main building. There was
sandblasting being done in the Hall of
Governors over a weekend. "They were
supposed to close the vents, but they
didn't and it looked like a gray dessert," Glascoff stated. "Ten or fifteen
years later, every time you would go
into the collection using anything old,
you would come out with black fingers," Glascoff recalls. Technical Services is divided into cataloging,
acquisitions and documents, and serials. They buy all the materials and receive them, then process (cataloging)
the materials, then put them on the
shelf. There is a Federal Depository Library and an Illinois Depository Library, so they receive materials from
both depositories. There is also a separate department which buys, receives
and processes the periodical materials
(journals). Technical Service and all

there is a group of us who have been
worked over by old-fashioned institutions and people with not a very positive approach-and I'm not going to be
one of those that worked me over, I'm
going to try to help people," she stated.
"It provides an example for the rest."
The system of Liaison Librarian is
a fairly new concept. What this does is
help make the librarian have one foot
in the area of study and one foot in the
library. They have frequent communication with the faculty member, this
helps with the communication of the
faculty, graduate and the library. This
position calls for a double-master's-a
Master's in Library Science and a subject Master's. Then they try to match
the subjects to the area in which the librarian has their second degree. Troy
mentioned there has been times when
the library employee, who holds a
double-master's, has been in the same
position as the first-time visitor to the
library, both learning the new system.
She states this is where their sensitivity
comes from, experience. Glascoff comments, "I have had people come in over
the years and say for example, they are
from Lake County and different areas;
they say they have heard the GSU's Library is good and the people are helpful ." Both agreed it is a good feeling to
know they have a good reputation.
GSU was one of the 14 libraries to
use the 10 circulation system. Glascoff
remembers, "I recall we were one of
two colleges to first do a circulation
transaction on the system." That is
quite impressive when you consider
GSU was breaking new ground at that
time. They were also one of the first
few in the state to use CD ROM. Because of the size of GSU, the decisionmaking process can sometimes be
quicker and to their advantage when
technological decisions must be made.
Troy stated, "There was a time when
we didn't have funding to keep up with
the 10 terminals and we got a new director about ten years ago that took
money out of equipment and put it into
computers. The Foundation was generous along with the Alumni Association to buy the first 10 terminal ." They
have been instumental in providing the
students with modem equipment. They
had a request for CD Local Area Networks (LAN) it wasn't in their equipment fund. The Foundation found it
worthwhile and picked up the funding,
it should be out in January. This will
make it possible to access 28 CD

25 Years LaterLibrary Is Still

Keeping With
The Times
By Patricia M. Gorniak

ROM's from any of the CD ROM statiOns. including your home. "That is a
real advance for us," Glascoff states.
They both agree technology will keep
getting faster. The 10 system will no
longer be around and a faster system
will take its place. So be prepared!
The co-op structure is an advantage
for GSU. Because of the size of the
GSU Library, they would have never
been able to afford a system on their
own, but because of the group structure, it is a positive step towards keeping up with technology. Troy said,
"There have been people who have
written doctoral dissertations without
ever having set foot off the campus."
"Given enough lead-time, you can have
access to just about anything," said
Troy
I asked these two dedicated professionals what one memorable moment
during their time at GSU they would be
willing to share with me, besides the
technological changes. We all agreed
having a wake and funeral for the card
catalog was the top story. "This happened about three weeks prior to when
a power failure struck the 10 system.
People were dressed in black accompanied by a black wreath which lay on
top of the card catalog. It was just like
a real funeral," Glascoff recalled.
I enjoyed talking with Troy and
Glascoff. I believe they enjoyed reminiscing about old times in the GSU Library. The professionals in the library
put a lot of time and effort to provide
top public service and quality. As
someone who frequents the library, I
will not hesitate to let them know how
much I appreciate them. I hope more
library users will do the same.

GSU Security
Serves And

chief for the past eight years. He and
nine other officers, four civilian workers, two dispatchers and one communit) service person makes up GSU's
department of public safel)
The department hires students as
aids which gives students a feel of what
it is like to be part of a police force
while on patrol. According to Ora\\iec,
"It is like any other school job."
They urge students to report any
unusual people or activities by dialing
Ill . Orawiec said, "Callers do not
have to state their name." According to
Orawiec this is how they caught a person stealing cellular phones and radar
detectors, because a student noticed an
unusual person walking in the parking
lot. Orawiec recommends that students
be aware of "opportunity stealing" an
example of this is if a students leaves
purses, book bags, jackets, and other
personal belongings unattended for a
few minutes and by the time they come
back for them they are gone. "Students
can protect themselves from opportunity stealing by not leaving their belongings unattended," said Ora\viec.
They offer students and staff special
crime prevention programs like safety
information and "operation ID" an engraving of personal property program.
They want to make sure students
don't have to worry about anything besides their class work when they come
to GSU. They are regular cops who enforce all state and university regulations. Orawiec said, "We will only be
police when we have to be police."
They are in the process of hiring two
more officers. According to Chief
Ora\viec, "It takes time to research a
person's background to see if they are
the right person for the job." The police
live by the philosophy of handling a
problem with their mouth. They would
rather talk a problem out than use
physical force when they encounter a
problem. "I would rather use my mouth
and mind to solve a problem than use
physical force," said Orawiec. They
have an electronic alarm system that
provides fire and security protection.

P rotects
By Daniel Draus
Governors State police are willing
to protect and serve students all the
time. The police offer services such as
giving car jumps if people have battery
problems, fixing flat tires and unlocking students' and facultys cars when
they lock themselves out. They also offer police escort services to your car,
especially at night. To obtain these
services call the Department of Public
Safety at extension 4900. The security
office room number is Cl375. The office hours are Monday through Friday
6 a.m. to midnight, Saturday 6 a.m. to
noon and Sunday noon to 9 p.m.
They educate students on safety
awareness, emergency medical aid,
CPR, date rape, criminal sexual assault, burglary prevention, and other
property crimes through out the school
year. If you would like them to give a
group presentation on a particular topic
reel free to call them at 534-4900. If
you need emergency police help pick
up one of the campus phones and dial
Ill.
Philip Orawiec, chief of the campus
police, has served at GSU for 25 years.
" It was a dream come true to come out
of college and have the opportunity to
run a police force the way I wanted it
to be run," Orawiec says. He was deputy chief for 17 years, and has been

Chief Orawiec
They will also be installing a new laser
beam security system next year. GSU
has been named the safest state school
in the past two years. "We have only
had one car stolen out of the parking
lot in the past five years," said
Orawiec. All of the campus police officers are certified police medics or licensed emergency medical technicians.
Campus police perform vehicular and
foot patrols over the campus grounds
seven days a week, 24 hours a day .
They work with other local police departments. While the school is a not in
session, staff and faculty have to check
in with the police before they can enter
the campus. Remember that the police
are here to "protect and serve."

'
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T/JE
ORIGINal
lYRICS
By Bruce Weaver
If there are any students out there
who still gather around the Christmas
tree to sing carols with the family, well
I have a treat for you!
Nearly every pop and rock group
has recorded a version of, "The Twelve
of Christmas." From Mailow, to the
Carpenters to the Vienna Choir Boys this is just one of the many carols that
you hear over the radio and on CDs until the beginning of the new year.
While cleaning out the attic and
getting the old Christmas tree onto the
floor of my apartment, I came across
the ongmallyrics to this song, and the
original is more interesting than the recorded versions.
First of all, the folk singers that
sang this carol in the western part of
England started the song with the

WORkS/JOp
ON
"/JUCDOR"
Noted Humororosopher Michale J.
Blackburn presents Workshop on "Humor in Management"
On Friday, November 3rd and Saturday November 4th, Michael J. Blackbum of the Office of Student Life
presented a one credit hour workshop
entitled Humor in Management.
Blackburn, the assistant director of
Student Life, drew from a vast array of
life experiences to share his humor
with the students in attendance. Blackburn has presented lectures on humor
not only to students at Governors State,
but on college campuses across the
country. He not only defined the theories of managment, and humor, but
also the 'Blackburnisms' that have enabled Blackburn to steer his life
through its many twists and turns. As
an example, Blackburn shared his
unique sense of of humor through this
parallel. "You can learn a lot by dissecting a frog, but when you're done, it
ain't gonna jump no more."
The approximately 45 students who
took part in the workshop came from
diverse perspectives, backgrounds and
occupations. The interactive workshop
provided the students with a unique opportunity to mingle with the diverse
population in attendance. The students
were di\.ided into eight groups to allow
them to share their e:x-pcriences.
Garrison Keillor stated, Humor is
not tricks and jokes. Humor is a presence in the world - like grace, it shines
on evel)·bod) ." Blackburn assisted the
students in defining humor

twelfth day, going backward through
the eleven verses until they came to the
first verse.
Then, starting with the first verse,
they'd go forward, as we do, and end
with the twelfth verse. It seems that
West-Country folk singers of England
were very fond of accumulative songs;
they regard them as tests of memory,
endurance and sometimes of sobriety.
What is really interesting to me is the
ORIGINAL lyrics. Some of them are
very different from the ones we hear all
the time. Following is the original published song in its entirety, starting with
the twelfth verse:
On the twelfth day of Christmas
My true - love sent t<Y me,
Twelve bells a-ring-ing
Eleven bulls a-beat-ing
Ten asses rac-ing
Nine ladies dan-cing
Eight boys a-sing-ing
Seven swans a sw1m-ing
Six geese a-lay-ing
Five go/d-ie rings,
Four co/ley birds,
Three Britten chains,
Two turtle doves,
And the part of the mis-tle-toe

and humor styles, as well as good
and bad humor, the barriers to humor
and strategies for developing humor.
In discussing humor theories: Superiority, Agression, Incongruity, Mental Shift, and People Connector,
Blackburn added that through history
people have seen humor differently.
Plato called humor a sickness of the
soul. Humor was seen as a form of one
upmanship, letting a person know that
he was better than you, that he was in
fact superior. Freud's theory on humor
was linked to aggression and sex.
Freud inferred that humor was a person's way of dealing with their own taboos. The Incrongruity theory allows
us to expect things to happen in a particular order for example, A then B
then C, etc. When something is incongruent, we see an unexpected jump.
The Mental Shift Theory says that the
mind is perceiving data one way then
s!llfts to another perspective, unexpectedly. The People Connector Theory is
Blackburn's own. He states that humor
can bring people together and has also
been seen as the gateway to creativity.
Humor, Blackburn said, is a tool
that many people use in a variety of
ways and that it has three dimensions,
physical, psychological, and social.
Physical changes happen in the body
when a person laughs. It reduces
stress, and releases chemicals that lead
to a feeling of well-being and relief.
He told the class that psychological research shows that people who generate
humor are seen by others as being more
intelligent, more attractive, more selfconfident, and as leaders. Socially, humor can be used when a new person is
entering an intact group. When this
happens, people tend to get isolated by
others, or isolate themselves. Humor
can be used to cut through these barriers. bringing the new person into a

English sailors to give to their sweethearts. Then how did we get the "three
French hens?" The French hens might
be a corruption of "three Breton hens."
"Breton." is probably an old Norse
word meaning, "French." In any case,
the Twelve Days of Christmas is a very
solemn ceremony in England referring
to the days between Christmas and
Epiphany (the visit of the wise men).
Everyone is familiar with "parAnother name for it is The Feast of
Yule. No work was supposed to have
tridge in a pear tree," but here we
would have to remember the mistletoe been done on those days children often
bough, and the June Apple tree. What I played it as a singing game. If the child
think is fascinating about English
could not remember a particular verse,
songs of this type is the fact that they
his gift would be forfeited, however,
change so drastically through time.
the child would always have the opporThe English language alone, seems tunity to win the lost gift back.
to be the one language for folk songs,
So for the student's family that still
where the verses can change over time. sings Christmas carols around the fire,
try some of these verses; use four difSomehow corruptions latch on to the
main tune, and the song is forever
ferent ones and three familiar ones, or
changed. June Apple tree may be a cor- vice versa.
ruption of, "Juniper Tree." One singer
For those who are interested and
explained that it meant a tree whose
want to read more on the subject, consult One Hundred English Folk Songs
fruit kept fresh until the following
edited by Cecil J. Sharp (New York:
June.
"Three Britten Chains," refer to
Dover Publications 1975) for around
thirty dollars.
sea-birds with golden chains around
Merry Christmas everybody!
their necks, probably a popular gift
item that bumboat women sold to
bough.
When the singer starts to go for
ward in the song, (as we do in
America) the first verse starts this
way:
On the first day of Christmas
My true love sent to me,
One go/die ring,
And the part ofa June Apple tree.

closer relationship with the group
and with the individuals themselves.
Humor styles were also addressed.
Blackburn stated that there are different ways to be perceived as humorous.
He said you say funny things, good material goes a long way, or you say
things funny, using silly voices, and facial expressions and body movement to
enhance the story. You can say funny
things funny, good material told well
and or you can think funny, always
looking for and generating humor.
Blackburn listed the factors that
constitute good humor. He said that
good humor is caring and empathetic,
it builds confidence rather than tearing
it down, it involves group members
rather than isolating them, it is amusing and invites laughter. Good humor
is supportive rather than sarcastic, it
brings the group closer, and it leads to
a positive repartee. Good humor also
focuses on humanity and goes for the
jocular vein.
Bad humor, Blackburn cites has as
its nucleus contempt and insensitivity,
while it destroys confidence and excludes some people. It is also abusing
as it invites ridicule. Bad humor focus
on stereotypes, divides people, excludes
some people, and is demoralizing.
Blackburn reiterated that bad humor
leads to what he called "one downmanship", and goes for the jugular vein.
He listed some general strategies
for the personal development of humor.
Most important was to know our humor history, which involves everything
that has happened in our life up to this
point; ethnic/race, family life, spirtuality, school life, relationshi[ps, and
work. All of these affect our development of humor and how we perceive
things. We must fight what Blackburn
calls terminal-seriousness. It is important to devote time to humor, seek out
absurdity and avoid being

judgemental. The longer we avoid
being judgemental the more one can
learn about whatever subject is encountered. We must learn to embrace our
mistakes, because we all make mistakes. We must be flexible, forgive
others as well as ourselves. Also, prepare ourselves for the grief that we
surely will encounter. This help us to
become more receptive to others.
Blackburn listed as barriers to humor, a person's humor history, social
pressure, and "wrong time." While
these are not the only barriers to humor, they can certainly be seen as important ones. In a world that has a
need to be "politically correct," we find
many people using humor as a way of
testing the correctness of a particular
idea.
Blackburn shared some humorous
antidotes with the class and closed the
class with a short final exam, after
sharing some cultural proverbs with us.
The first was an African American
proverb saying, only a fool will test the
depth of the water with both feet. The
second comes from China which says,
too many captains can steer a ship up a
mountainside. And the final is from
Mexico, a wise man will change his
mind, a fool never will.
The consensus of the group was
that the workshop was most enjoyable
and insightful. It provided the students
in attendance with much valuable information which they can actively apply to their own lives.
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The Faces And
Personalities
Behind The
Innovator
An Up Close Look At
Gsu' Newspaper Staff
By Nadja Voss
Putting together a newspaper for biweekly publication can be a tremendous challenge. A challenge this group
of students has successfully met during
this trimester. Overcoming adversity,
setting aside personal differences, making sacrifices at home or work, has resulted in a cohesive, ambitious, and
committed circle of people, which has
striven to give GSU an informative,
continuously improving, substantive
and occasionally controversial
publication.
Overcoming my initial apprehension, I soon found myself looking forward to deadlines and layout, to
discussing ideas, and to enjoying this
new found group of friends with their
creativity, talent and dedication. Take
the time to read these bibliographies!
Look at the pictures and connect faces
with names! Discover what vast experiences each person brings to this paper
and in turn to you!
Sean M. Carr, is not only our
managing editor, but also qualifies as
the heart and soul of the Innovator.
"This issue will be the best this school
has ever seen. We are changing the layout, looks and organization of the paper. Everyone has been working
extremely hard.
This issue will
be 24 pagestwice as many
as our last one!
I hope to have
encouraged
others to step
forward and
carry it on." It
has been Carr's
vision and relentless nudging that encouraged all of us to give this anniversary issue our very best. Carr, 24, will
begin the final trimester of his graduate
studies in media communications in
January. He received his undergraduate
degree in sociology from Eastern lllinois University and has definite plans
to continue his academic path to a
Ph.D. in political science. Besides
managing the Innovator , Carr also
works part-time in the Student Life division. He is an avid reader and his
spectrum of interests ranges from
Greek mythology to the history of Star
Trek. He is also a weU versed writer,as
you will be able to see for yourself
when you read the front page and his
movie review further into this issue.

Carr's right hand this trimester has
been John P.
DeYoung,
a.k.a. Johnny
Hollywood.
As associate
editor he has
had his hands
full not only
juggling the
demands of

his position at the Innovator, but also
working part-time at GSU and studying
for his classes in media communications. But what makes DeYoung a real
survivor is the fact that 12 years ago he
received a bone marrow transplant at
Loyola University Medical Center, with
his sister being the donor, to fight leukemia. " I have been in remission ever
since, but still have to have yearly
check-ups to make sure everything is
ok." DeYoung, 30, lives with his wife
in Oak Forest and expects to graduate
next summer. He is a big movie buff
and crows of his extensive home video
collection. After graduation DeYoung
is looking to work in the area of print
media or TV broadcasting.
Julie A. Hall, 21, is "managing"
the business end of the Innovator. "I
gained some experience in print media
through my
work at Russell
Publications. I
learned about
layout, worked
as copy editor,
and also
gained insight
in• J distrit;utio~." Hall is
an undergraduate, majoring in English. She plans to
graduate in June of 96, but is not sure
yet where her degree will take her professionally. Hall tells me that she
"speaks" sign language and that she is
very fond of her pet poodles: Peanut
and Jelly. It was Hall's brainchild to
sell personal ads for this issue to generate funds for the Innovator.
Todd P. Beele is the Innovator's
"Ad- man." This is Beele's first trimester with the Innovator. "It has been a
challenge trying to turn the newspaper
into a profitable enterprise. We didn't
have much
guidance
from our
predecessors.
There is still
a great need
for more outside ads and
classified ads
from within
GSUto make
this paper truly self-sufficient. Presently national organizations send us
advertisements, but we are still pretty
much financed by Student Life." Beele,
29, is a part-time graduate student in
media communications. He works fulltime with his father who owns an advertising agency.
Bruce R. Weaver, 38, is the Innovator's reigning king of English.
Weaver, an education major, has an
eclectic range of interests, from classical composer
Johann Sebastian Bach to
creating cartoon characters, such as
Romeo the cat.
But it has been
his remarkable
command of
the English language that has endeared
Weaver to all of us. He has fervently
written articles promoting the understanding of our American literature and
is extremely pleased about the opening
of the Center for Arts and Technology
and hopes that it will infuse a heightened appreciation for the performing
arts into GSU.

Debbie Truetner has been with the
Innovator for over one year. She is our
media assistant and diligently types
into our computer the numerous press
releases and articles we receive for
each issue. Although we like to believe
that she is doing that out of the goodness of her
heart, it is actually part of
her work
study assignment. Truetner, single
parent of two
children, attends GSU
part-time and is in the undergraduate
business administration program with
an emphasis on marketing. Upon
graduation she would like to work in
marketing, preferably within a big (and
well paying) company.

of English" at Prairie State College
, all the while completing her graduate
degree in English at GSU.

Cindy L. Schildbouse, 23, an undergraduate student in mass media
communication, recently became the
Innovator's layout editor. Before her
new assignment she regularly contributed as writer and photographer.
Schildbouse
brings to the
Innovator the
experiences
she recently
gained while
completing an
internship at
NBC in Chicago. "I was
assigned to
the Jerry Springer talk show and some
of my duties included helping out with
Our Joy of Sports is no other than
setting up the studio audience. I also
23-year- old Joy LeMar. LeMar came did an internship as a staflWriter for the
Palos Star." Schildbouse spent two
to GSU after graduating from Eastern
years in Mexico as an exchange student
University
with
a
degree
in
Illinois
journalism and is about to complete her in high school and enjoys such "tame"
activities as bungee jumping, scuba
graduate degree in media diving and hang gliding.
communications. Thanks
Patricia M. Gorniak, 37, is a
to her excepwriter and our liaison to WICI, Women
tional proofIn Communication Inc. She is presently
reading and
interning in the public affairs office
writing skills, and is the guiding hand behind "Comshe has bemunicate! ," a publication by communicome an incation
======= valuable
students. "I
am very expresence on layout days. We all know
by now that LeMar loves sports, especited about the
cially football (she left Eastern with the
changes at the
reputation of throwing great football
Innovator and
parties... ), but it may come as a surplan to stay on
prise that it is her big professional
while finishdream to one day become a news aning my underchor woman. "Tom Brokaw is my idol.
graduate
I just really admire him."
degree in
communications." Gorniak enjoys the
outdoors and regularly travels to
Karen F. de Peso, 45, has been a
Quetico, Canada, an area of boundary
regular contributor to the Innovator
waters, to canoe, camp and hike.
and also assists ·with copy editing,
proofreading and typing. She is a R.N.,
Frances F. Bradley, 52, contribbut had to
utes to the Innovator as a writer and
leave the field
photographer. Her talent with the camof nursing afera is evident in this issue's front page
ter a debilitating neck
photo and in her "Art Park" article.
Bradley is majoring in social science
injury. She is
and hopes to graduate before her
now working
on her under=======grandchildren
do. You will
graduate degree in
see Bradley at
Student Life,
secondary
education with English as her focus.
where she
works partShe also has a few psychology classes
time. She is
under her belt and as the mother of
presently vice
three teenage sons brings excellent surpresident of
vival skills to the newspaper. In her
the student
free time de Peso loves to dabble in ge= ----'=-----'=senate. Bradnealogy and has in the past helped two
ley and her husband also manage their
adopted individuals find their birthown recycling business. "I plan on
mothers and has traced her husband's
family tree all the way back to the late working as a counselor after gradua18th century.
tion, which I hope will be before the
year 2000 ... "
Lisa A. Loscbetter, 29, is a regular
Well, that leaves myself to finish
contributor to the Innovator and a
this group. I am 30 years old, came to
woman of many different talents. She
the U.S. 12 years ago from Germany
substitute teaches, works as a waitress
and Karaoke hostess on weekends, does and am presently enrolled in the nurs. - - - - - - - - - - , secretarial jobs ing program. I
for a temp
am a R.N. and
company, and work almost
instructs aero- full-time in the
Intensive Care
bics. In January she will
Unit at Labegin teaching Grange Memorial Hospital.
the
"Fundamentals
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I am about to celebrate the first anniversary of my aquisition of a personal
computer, which has opened for me an
entire new world, known to others as
the Internet. I have e-mail friends all
over the globe, manage all my finances electronically, book my vacations online, keep in touch with my
family back home by fax. telnetting.
and e-mail and it was my knowledge
of the various wordprocessing and
graphics programs that prompted our
managing editor to encourage me to
utilize my self-taught knowledge by designing this issue's layout.
As you can see, the staff of the Innovator demonstrates the same
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diversity found within the student body
of GSU. They represent a plethora of
cultural, professional, ethnic, and educational backgrounds. Their insights
and perceptions are invaluable to the
variety and quality of this newspaper.
This is a team and this newspaper a
collaborative effort.
Unfortunately. I was not able to
reach every one of our regular contributors to interview for this article.
Please accept my apologies and feel reassured that your hard work has been
and continues to be greatly appreciated.
A special mention is also in order for
regular contributor Dennis Thorn
whose challenging Polygon puzzles

have become an anticipated feature,
and to our cartoonists Bruce Weaver
and Dukester. Last , but not least ,
Eileen Truszkowski , who with her
prose and poetry touches all our hearts.
I would also like to ex1end on behalf of the Innovator a special "Thank
you" to the following students who
contributed to this anniversary issue:
Daniel Draus, Mike Davis, Tracy
Gingras, Catherine Gleason, Janel
Clarke, Patrick Hartney, Loretta
Rodriguez, Kenneth Kudlo, Marcus
Mitchell and Erika Muller.

Enrollment
N ews

GSU's Logo:
What is it?

Enrollment at Governors State University set an all-time high this fall
when 6,073 students registered.
Have you ever gazed at the GoverThe 6.4 percent increase also
nors State University logo and wonhelped Governors State University redered why it was designed in such a
cord an 18.3 percent enrollment inunique way? Did you have any idea
crease between fall1992 and falll995.
what this symbol stands for? Did you
The current Governors State Unihope and speculate that the logo had a
versity enrollment of 6,073 students is
deep meaning and was not a rendering
up from 5,708 students in the Falll994
of the EifTel tower with a circle around
trimester.
This is the eighth consecuit as classmates have smirked unknowGSU enrollments have
tive
trimester
ingly? Indeed this logo does have a
reflected
an
increase.
very special significance and was spe"We are delighted by these totals,"
cifically created to reflect Governors
said
President Paula Wolff. "We see
State University's functions. hopes and
our
mission
as a teaching institution
commitments.
fulfilled
each
time a new student regis~
The official seal was designed by
~
ters
for
a
class
at Governors State. We
Thomas Greene of Chicago and its col\()
are here to serve our region, and to
ors are black and white. The three
give students the kind of education they
sides of the curved "triangle" symbolize
'('
need to get good jobs. These numbers
the university's teaching, research and
indicate that the value and quality of a
community service functions. The
J Q~
GSU education is being recognized not
three lines visually suggest the shape of
only by our students but by area ema rocket, reminding us both that the
ployers as well ."
university was founded two days after
As further evidence of GSU's sucNeil Armstrong set foot on the moon
cess,
the president points to Governors
and that the university is a hope-filled,
State's
unduplicated head count for the
pioneering community, committed to a
1994-95
academic year- the total numbetter future for all men and women.
ber
of
individuals
who registered durThe circle symbolizes the fact that the
ing
fall,
winter,
and
spring/surnrner
university is, indeed a community. Fitrimester- which was 9,359 students.
nally, the fact that the tips of the trianCompared to the other four Board
gle reach beyond the circle indicates
of Governors universities - Eastern Illithe university's outreach into the renois, Western Illinois, Northeastern Ilgion, state and nation and its commitlinois, and Chicago State- GSU's 6.4
ment to teaching, research and
percent Fall 1995 increase over Fall
community service. GSU's first Presi1994 enrollments was the highest redent, William E. Engbretson, stated
corded, and the 18.3 percent jump was
that the total impression of the seal
the highest overall increase during that
suggests that the year of the founding
1992-1995 period.
of the university, 1969, will be rememdesign
and
was
obviously
not
the
Students at CiSU will earn 38,255
bered for space exploration and that the
The
new
administration's
final
choice.
c
ru
ht hours tJu , fall trimester comseal is multi-symbolic.
25th
anniversary
GSU
IP!'<'.
which
aplwtd
with 36,h- I credits in Fall 1994,
According to the first GSU Presipears
in
this
issue
of
the
Innovator,
was
a
4.3
percent
increase reflecting a new
dent, the college was founded in 1969.
by
an
ad
agency
founded
in
created
all-time
high
in the number of credit
If the college was founded in 1969 then
hours taken by students in a single
we would be celebrating its 27th Anni- Chicago.
Connie Zonka. director of Public
term.
versary, instead its 25th anniversary.
Affairs stated that the Latham Euro
Final data also shows Governors
How can this be? It is a fact that the
R.S.C.G company based in Paris, volState University with a 4.3 percent inUniversity was originally chartered in
1969. The Governors State University unteered to give free professional assis- crease in student full-time equivalency
(FTE), the largest increase among Illibuilding as we know it today was even- tance in the creation of the new logo.
Phil Adams, associate creative director nois' 12 public universities. GSU is
tually erected in 1971 and this is the
at Latham, linked GSU with the ad
continuing its long-standing tradition
date we take as our actual beginnings
company
and
created
the
anniversary
of
serving part-Lime students, now
as a university. This explains the two
It
truly
provides
a
feeling
of
design.
5,054
students. or 83 .2 percent. Female
conflicting dates and why we arc celecelebration
wherever
it
appears.
The
enrollment
outpaces male enrollment
brating the University's 25th anniver68.2 percent to 31 .8 percent. The
sary next year. Since its conception, the logo may have had many variations
graduate student population, at 52.1
GSU logo has gone through various de- throughout the years but still symbolizes the "never-ending range of knowl- percent, is beginning to surpass the unsign alterations since the University's
edge. its qua lit} of infinity. and the
dergraduate population of 47.9 percent.
first beginnings. The very first GSU
unity of thought and spirit" that our
GSU has a minority population of
logo design resembled a clover leaf
first college president believed it to
28.4 percent. The average student age
with three semi-circles contained
represent.
is 34. GSU's highest enrollment is
within each leaf shape. At the center
4,431 Cook County residents, followed
of the clover leaf shape lies a small triby 936 from Will County. 322 from
angle with equidistant sides. This logo
is more flamboyant than the current

By Lisa Loschetter

c;tate

.,..

Kankakee County and 87 from Du
Page County.

Florida's
Panama City
Beach More
Than Sand &
Surf
By Yolande Peck
Football season has been a diversion for the die-hard sports fans on college campuses throughout the United
States. Class finals are coming up and
students might want to take some time
to unwind in the tropics. Is your head
aching from paper and exam overload?
Come and enjoy some fun and sun.
The Convention & Visitors Bureau
estimates that over 550,000 students
spent their 1995 Spring break in Panama City Beach, Florida. They felt
at home in the balmy atmosphere surrounded by friendly natives. The cost
for the available 18,000+ hotel rooms
was reasonable, even for those students
using portions of their student loan or
grant money.
Money is not necessary for immersion in the ocean's 72 degree tepid water. The average year round
temperature is 78 degrees and descends
on the 27 miles of grainy sand. Leave
the wintry snow and the heavy school
books behind.
The fact a hurricane touched down
lnc;t October should not damper good
tunes at the various nightclubs nor the
forthcoming romantic interludes with
someone special. Speaking of music
aficionados, Panama City Beach has
welcomed musical artists such as Belgium's Lords of Acid, as well as other
renown performers.
Indulge in a leisure dinner. of perhaps raw conch or fresh oysters for that
natural aphrodisiac effect. It beats prepared and nuked foods. The restaurants are not expensive but do not leave
home without plenty of credit cards
and traveler's checks.
Make your reservations like so
many other students have since 1992.
Better yet, book one for a friend. Come
to Panama City Beach for a pleasurable
escape.
For more information. call
l-800-PCBEACH Internet:
http://w\vw.travelfile.com/get?pcbeach.
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The Scholarship Committee of the
African-American Staff Caucus
(AASC) is pleased to present the five
recipients of the 1995-96 AASC Scholarships. A scholarship in the amount
of $400.00 is granted to one AfricanAmerican student in each college, and
one to a student in the Board of Governors degree program. Students will receive $200.00 per trimester over two
trimesters.
The African-American Staff Caucus
is comprised of both African-American
as well as non-African-American faculty and staff at Governors State University. According to the Caucus
President, Adrianne J. Kelly, one of the
main purposes of the caucus is to improve the retention rate of AfricanAmerican students at GSU by providing five annual scholarships. Scholarship Committee chairpersons, Pamela
Bax, professor of Counseling, and Dora
Hubbard, registrar, both admit that the
most painful process in working on the
scholarship committee is reviewing all
of the applications and having to
choose only one from each college. A
total of 16 applications were reviewed.
"I know the difficulty AfricanAmericans have in trying to find adequate financial assistance and monetary resources for college, and I w1sh
that we had the resources with which to
award all ofour students a scholarship, " says Bax. "Each year, we try to

By Tracy Gingras
Are you in need of financial assistance? Are you enrolled in less than 6
credit hours at Governors State University? Then take time out to discover the
Learning and Excellence Award for
Persistors (LEAP) Grant Program.
The LEAP Grant Program was established to provide monetary awards,
$50.00 per credit hour, to graduate and
undergraduate students who demonstrate a financial need and who are enrolled in less than six credit hours per
trimester. To apply for this grant, the
student must complete the LEAP application each year, after discussing a
study plan with a counselor or academic advisor. Along with this application, a Free Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA) must be submitted to the financial aid office at GSU.
This information will determine the financial need of the student. Along with
demonstrating a financial need. the following criteria also need to be met:
I. Undergraduate students need to
maintain a cumulative GPA of2.0 and
graduate students need to maintain a
cumulative GPA of3 .0.
2. The student may receive the
grant for one trimester while admitted
as an undeclared student. To continue
eligibility, students must be admitted to
a degree-seeking program for the second trimester. Assistance from the
LEAP program can be received for a
maximum of three trimesters.
3. Students must not owe a refund
on a Federal Pell or Supplemental

increase our membership in the caucus
to soilc/1 support of the annual
Juneteenth Celebrallon which IS the
major fundraising for the Caucus to
support the scholarship program."
Scholarships for 1995-96 were awarded
to the following students:
Elizabeth Moore, a resident of
Glenwood, Illinois, is an undergraduate
Special Education major. Moore indicates she believes that it is not as important for a child to have a headstart
as it is for one to have the right start.
"That start should include building
high self-esteem and a healthy th1rst
for !.:now/edge," she reports. The
mother of three children, and one who
has special needs, Moore is concerned
with the quality and level of education
made available to children who have
special needs. In her spare time, she
enjoys writing poetry, short stories, and
novels and enjoys spending time with
her husband and children.
Sharon Neal, a resident of Chicago, Illinois, is an undergraduate with
a double major in social work and psychology. Upon completion of her studies at GSU, Neal aspires to continue
her education at the University of Chicago's Jane Adams School of Social
Work to receive a MSW. She is most
interested in working with homebound
and medically limited individuals.
Neal acknowledges the reality of elderly abuse. She is aware of the acute
need for professional social workers to
aid and assist homebound individuals.
Her goal is to obtain her degrees and
combine her current skills as a Certified Minister of Care to any individual
who needs home-bound care and service. She enjoys working in her church,

and is an active member in two Chicago city-w-i de choir groups. Her singing interests have afforded her the
opportunity to visit, most recently, Krakow, Poland where she toured ex1ensively with the Chicago city-wide
Festival Choir.
Mattie AJien, a resident of Park
Forest. Illinois, is an undergraduate
major in the Board of Governors Degree Program. Allen indicates that
throughout her career, she has always
taken job-related courses and attended
training seminars in order to improve
her skills. She says, "when my children
were young, I worked to supplement
our fami(v income, but/ d1d not pursue
my educatiOnal goals. When my children became young adults, with a lot of
encouragement from my fami(v. I entered GSU's Board of Governors Program." She states she is excited about
learning and she appreciates the opportunity that the BOG program has offered her. After completing the BOG
Programs, she plans to pursue a Master's Degree in Communication Studies
beginning in January. 1996. In her
spare time, she volunteers at PADS. a
program designed to provide assistance
to homeless individuals. As acknowledgment of her outstanding service to
the public, at the request of the Honorable Marty Russo, a member of Congress, on May 9, 1990, the United
States flag was flO\m over the state
capital honoring Allen for her volunteer service.
Karen R Wilson, a resident of
Homewood, Illinois, is an undergraduate Business major '"ith a concentration in management. Although she
feels that it will take a great deal of

Education Opportunity grant from any
other institution, or be in default on
any student loan.
4. Students must have an unpaid
balance on their tuition.
Without applicants for this program, the program will lose funding
from the Illinois Board of Higher Education. Therese Scanlan, Director of Financial Aid, encourages any student in
need of financial assistance to apply for
this grant. There is no fee for this application process. If you need additional information on the LEAP Grant
Program, or any other financial assistance, visit the GSU Financial Office,
or call the office at (708) 534-4480.

admitted to an undergraduate or graduate degree program at GSU and be enrolled for a minimum of six credit
hours.
Students also should be active in
student clubs or organizations in high
school or college, and show leadership
qualities.
To receive the scholarship beyond
the first trimester, students must maintain a 3.0 grade point average at GSU
and become involved in the Association
of Latin American Students organization on campus.
For information on how to apply for
the scholarship, call the GSU Office of
Financial Aid at (708) 534-4480.

The Association of Latin American
Students at Governors State University
has established the Rey B. Gonzalez
Scholarship for Latino students.
The scholarship will cover full tuition for a maximum of six trimesters at
GSU. The scholarship is available to
students who are U.S. citizens or permanent residents and are of Mexican,
Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central or South
American or other Latino heritage.
Students must have a grade point average of atleast3 .0 on a 4.0 scale, be

hard work and will take a lot of time,
effort and money, Wilson's goal is to
become a lawyer and practice business
law. Wilson is a single mom to a teenage son. She indicates that "th1s scholarship will help me to further my
education. It is an award that will help
an African-American student to rece1ve
an education m a world where AfrlcanAmencans are often limes judged by
the color of their skin and not by the
contents of their character." Portia
M. Fuzeii-Balkcom, a resident of Chicago, Illinois, is a graduate student in
Communications with a concentration
in Human Performance and Training.
Fuzeii-Balkcom was prompted to enroll
into the Master's program because after
having worked in college admissions
for over eight years, she was unable to
advance further because she lacked a
Master's Degree.
After hearing herself often times
telling students to go back to school,
she decided to take the advice that she
gave to others, and she finally returned
to college to continue her education.
Balkcom serves on the school board at
St. Dorothy's School and holds the positions of Second Vice-President and
Chairperson of the Publicity
Committee.
She is a founding member and
treasurer of the New Visions of Faith
Development Corporation. a not-forprofit organization that is designed to
improve housing, education, and economic development in the Gresham
and Englewood communities. FuzeliBalkcom is married and the mother of
one child.

year, three additional scholarships were
presented in the amount of $1,000
each.
To be eligible for consideration. a
student must show financial need. be
accepted into an accredited nurstng
program, maintain a 2.0/-l.O GPA, and
is required, upon graduation, to work at
RCH for one year.
Henderson began her career at RCH
as a nurse assistant in 1974. In 1978
she graduated from Chicago State University with a baccalaureate in Nursing.
She was an example of one who strived
for excellence, setting high standards
for herself and for her co-workers.
For those interested in obtaining an
application contact Roseland Community Hospital, Department of Nursing,
C/0 B. Henderson Memorial Scholarship, 45 West tilth Street, Chicago,
Illinois 60628, or call 312-995-3025.
All applications must be received by
December 31 , I 995. Anyone wishing
to donate to the scholarship fund may
send contributions to the Beverly
Henderson Memorial Foundation in
care of Roseland Community Hospital.
A private, not-for-profit facility,
Roseland Community Hospital offers
comprehensive medical services to
Roseland and surrounding communities. For more information on medical
Roseland Community Hospital
services and programs contact
(RCH) is accepting applications from
Marketing/Community Relations at
nursing students and those interested in 312-995-3031.
pursuing a career in the nursing field.
for the Beverly Henderson Memorial
Scholarship. This scholarship fund is
in honor of Beverly Henderson who
served as the Manager for RCH Surgical Services before her death in 1991 .
Designed to help qualified persons who
otherwise might not have the funds for
their education, the first scholarship
was awarded in 1993. The following
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International Corner
to establish two college-level programs
in addictions training.
Garcia, a social worker by profession, is spending the fall trimester at
GSU, attending classes and workshops
offered through the masters in addiction studies program at GSU. A Latino
Puerto Rico is viewed by most
Achievement Scholarship recipient,
Americans as one of the Caribbean's
Garcia
says, "The opportunity to sit and
most beautiful vacation paradises. But
read
and
study has been like a dream
for those who live there, it has the same
come
true
for me." She will complete
problems as anywhere else in America,
her
degree
in the next year and plans to
including 50 persent of its intravenous
share her knowledge with others back
drug abusers testing positive with the
home in Puerto Rico.
H1Vvirus.
"Before I left the Universidad CenThere are few treatment facilities
tral
del Canbe de Bayom6n in Puerto
for substance abusers and those that are
Rico
for Governors State, I spent my
open are run by religious organizations.
time
doing
research on risk behaviors
Maria Garcia and her colleagues on
HlV
among
drug users," Garcia exfor
the island hope to change that. They
plains.
The
past
year, Garcia has been
want to prepare counselors, social
focusing
on
continuing
education for
workers, those in the medical professubstance
abuse
counselors.
sions, and others in addictions studies,
Maria Garcia
Her work at GSU will help her conso that they can work with addicts,
tinue in that role and she hopes to eventheir families and communities. They
professionals from her university
tually move into a college faculty
are working together with representawho will present the case to higher edutives of the Addictions Training Center position in the school of family medication officials for a sanctioned addicof Illinois at Governors State University cine. She will be on a team of
tions studies program, and upon

Puerto Rican
Guest

'~nd always

dress for the
weather... "
By Chintamani S. Manish
"Now when you go there, make
sure you are always well dressed,
well behaved, eat regularly and
drink lots of water. "
Armed with these words of wisdom
from my mother, I left India in 1993 to
enroll in a Masters program in Environmental Biology at Governors State
University. Oh! My mother also
said ... "Write home once a week." Needless to say, the initial period of acclimation was about the only time 1 faithfully
followed my mother's instructions much
to her ever increasing annoyance.

"Keep an open mind and don't
be afraid to learn new things if they
are beneficiaL "
The culture shocks aside, one of the
most revealing things about my stay has
been the work ethic here. No task is too
menial, or too difficult for a person to
perform. However, I did learn that one
can make a job seem more romantic by
assigning it a fancy name. This tool
should come in handy to me someday.
In my two years at this institution I
have chalked up numerous "firsts," too
many to even remember off hand. Having never needed to use a comp~ter .
during my undergraduate days m Indta,
(I've never been accused of being an
overachiever!), you can imagine the
number of firsts in the ACS Lab itsclf1
So much so. I think the Computer Lab
is a home away from home for me now!

"Look to J•our LEFT and not
your RIGHT before crossing the
road."
It was one simple cautionary statement but it told me a lot about ho\'. the
people in the United States did things

quite opposite to what the British had
instilled in us Indians before they left.
Even today, I have not fully caught
onto the concept of driving on the right
side of the road, a blessing since I do
not drive at all.

For additional information on the
course, call Aya Onishi at GSU
708-534-5709.

"And remember, I want people
to remember you for what you were
and not for what you could have
been."
Of all the things my mother told me
I think I really tried to follow this one.
Every time I got an opportunity to do
something new I tried to utilize it. I
failed more often than I succeeded, but
every success more than atoned for it.
I will be taking home hundreds of
precious memories and (hopefully) the
good wishes of many friends. This article is, in a way, a very adequate way of
thanking everyone who reached out a
helping hand or a supportive shoulder
to a bemused Indian student. Thanks
for making the GSU experience a most
treasured one. Most of all, I would like
to thank the kind professor who took
me aside after my first class, talked to
me, and eased a lot of the nerves that
threatened to make my scholastic experience a failure. THANK YOU VERY
MUCH for understanding my tension
and for going out of your way ever
since that day to help me with even my
most trivial of problems.
And to all the friends who were always eager to learn more about me and
my country, the only recourse I can take
here is to repeat what the famous Italian navigator Marco Polo said on his
deathbed .. . "

I have only told you half of what
I saw."

approval will work to put the program
in place.
Garcia and her colleagues were
linked to GSU through special meetings
conducted by the ten higher education
institutions offering addictions studies
programs. GSU professors Cheryl Mejta and Judith Lewis spent time at the
Puerto Rican university as advisors,
giving input on curriculum development, student outcomes, and partnerships with other agencies. The
Universidad Central del Canbe de
Bayom6n hopes to offer a postbaccalaureate certificate program, and a
masters degree modeled after GSU's
curriculum.
During their visit, the GSU professors invited representatives of the
Puerto Rican program to GSU. Garcia,
the mother of two college-age sons, is
the first to come, although others will
follow in the next year.

Japanese
Language &
Culture

GSU Students
Attend Model

U.N.
Conference

By Kazuchika Mishina
GSU is committed very much to
cultural diversity in every fact of university life. We have a good opportunity to learn about various cultures
through special events coordinated by
the Student Life Division and through
courses of Intercultural Studies.
If you are interested in Japan, you
should take a course in Japanese Language and Culture in the winter '96 trimester. It is the first trimester that
GSU is offering a course concerning
Japanese Culture. Dr. Sonny Goldenstein, chairman of the Division of Liberal Arts said, "This course is designed
and offered as one of upper level introductory language and culture courses in
the College of Arts Sciences for the
winter '% trimester." The other
courses include; German Language and
Culture, Language, Culture and Civilization of Russia, Spanish for Communication, and Language/ Culture
Francophone Countries.
"I welcome any student interested in
Japan even if he or she docs not speak
or write Japanese at all to sign up," said
Aya Onishi, instructor of the Japanese
course. "I \\Ill mainl~ focus on mtroductory Japanese conversation and introduce basic Japanese letters. Let's
enJO) Japanese." Onishi added.

Governors State University's Model
U.N. Team had five members on hand
at the American Model United Nations
Conference October 26-29 at the
Ramada Congress Hotel in Chicago.
Dr. Larry Levinson, faculty advisor,
prepared and sent the team to the
conference.
The team, led by John Linning, consisted of Shabano Masud, Glenn Griffith Corbin McMulin, and Jim Arana.
Th~ represented the country of Egypt.
Although they were only planning to
stay three days, they became so involved and enjoyed it so much that
most of the team stayed the entire four
days of the conference.
There were many highlights during
the weekend. Delegate Griffith helped
to keep the debate on the definition of
terrorism sizzling in the legal committee. Masud kept the pressure on during
a discussion of the Middle East in the
General Assembly's Plenary session.
Linning and Griffith also played
part in an all-night recreation of Gulf
War Security Council Negotiations.
In addition to committee work. the
members also attended the U.N. Dance
and took advantage of the mtemational
theme of the weekend b) damng on
Russian, Chmesc, Japanese. and Italian
cuisine during the four day conference.
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Human
Performances
&Training
By Janel Clarke
Corporate America is experiencing
rapid changes with the advent of newer
technology, downsizing and even corporate take-overs. But the field of Human Performances and Training
(HP&T) promises to expand with the
onset of these rapid changes.
"This is a pragmatically oriented
program that prepares students to hit
the ground running after graduation,"
according to Professor Stelnicki. "During classes, students develop a portfolio
in preparation for their professional careers. In the real world of corporate
America, there is no room for starting
slow; quality control is the key. When
students come out of the program, their
generic skills enable them to work with
specialists who provide content, and
the graduate then provides the form for
the training programs. "Anyone who
will be doing any type of training in
their jobs or careers and who will not
be using 'off the shelf products or materials would benefit from this coursework," according to Stelnicki.
Students in nursing or education, or
any students who teach in their jobs
would benefit from taking these training courses. "Just because you are a
good salesperson docs not mean that
you can teach sales," says Stelnicki.
"This coursework gets students into the
groove immediately, it is hands on."
The HP&T sequences of the MA in
Communications and Training Program at GSU has prepared students to
work as instructional designers in
training departments of both private
corporations and public institutions
since the mid 70s. Currently. there is a
variety of positions continuing to open
up for those with training skills.
With the growth and popularity of
Organizational Development in the last
two decades, Human Performance and
Training promises to be a vital force in
the workplace environment. According to a 1994 industrial survey, U.S.
organizations spent over $50 billion on
training over 47 million individuals for
a total of over one billion hours of formal training, and that was over two
years ago.
The HP&T sequence has been offered at GSU since 1976, and the current form was designed in 1981 when
the emphasis was shifted away from
communications generally to a greater
demand for corporate training skills.
Graduates of this program are employed in both the private and public
sectors for businesses like Allstate, Arthur Anderson, Intel, Cincinnati Bell.
Prudential, Pioneer Seed, K-Mart, and
many others. HP&T tasks involve instructional design, consulting, performance analysis, and other training tasks.
Currently, there are 36 credit hours
required for the HP&T sequence with
only 15 hours of electives available. In
order to qualify for the International
Board of Standards for Training (IBSTPl) students are provided with specific electives instead of the elective
choices that arc available in most programs. HP&T is a mechanistic program which combines both science and
the art of message making.

C7SU lnnuvaro..The Communications and Training
course offered this summer,
COMS860, also another elective course
-provides the mechanics ofHP&T.
This course is designed as a building
block course and helps students put together a communications training
seminar of their own. There is a checklist of tools pro\"ided that helps the student to gain a different perspective
while developing their own seminar
While it is a highly organized and systematic way of training, there is a 95
percent rate of satisfaction from students who take this course.
The HP&T sequence allows students to go on to corporate traimng
jobs immediately.
Professional organizations are also
stressed in this program "When networking with professionals, the benefits are immense. If you are not at
these professional meetings, your competitors are - other students from
Northwestern, Columbia. etc. When
you join the professional group as a
neophyte, you usually have at least
three years as a student to back you up
when you arc ready to start looking for
a job or internship. There is a vast array of opportunities and there is also a
high success rate with internships in
this program," said Stelnicki, "because
students usually stay in these
positions."

Doing Business
In China: The
Many Changes
By Patricia M. Gorniak
Governors State University, College
of Business and Public Administration
and the International Business Club
hosted a panel of three experts on doing business in China, November 16th
at the GSU Engbrctson Hall.
Willie Moy of the China Trade
Center, Michael Hogg of the Chicago
Chamber of Commerce; and Patricia
Nystrom, of the Hong Kong Trade
Center represented the panel. Dr. Anthony Andrews, professor of Economics in the College of Arts and Sciences
and the College of Business and Public
Administration at GSU was the moderator of the panel discussion. Dr. Andrews consults on economic public
policy issues at the international level
and holds an MA and a Ph.D. in Economics from the University of
Pennsylvania.
Carlos Rodrequcz. Ph.D. and professor of Marketing and International
Business in the College of Business
and Public Administration introduced
the panelists. The Conference was titled, "Business Opportunities in China·
Vision of a New Market." Paula Wolff.
President of GSU, welcomed the quests
and spoke about her visit to China.
Wolff stressed the importance of having an international concept to do work
in China. She also said out-of-class experience and competition is very beneficial for students.

The President of The International
Business Club. Li Ding, also welcomed
the speakers and audience. They were
very gracious hosts. The presentation
began with Moy, who is an official
consultant on economic and cultural
development for the cities of Shcnyang
and Yixing.
He is also a member of the advisory·
board for the Department of Cultural
Affairs. for the c1ty of Ch1cago.
Moy qualifies as an expert also because he is a recognized authorit) m
the initiation and development of business relationship within and outside of
China. Moy has worked as a proJect
consultant in trade with Chma for major U. S. companies such as Florshcim
Shoe Company, Amway. McDonnell
Douglas and other Fortune 500 companies. Moy described the procedures of
the Chinese businessman. "They don't
like contracts." Moy stressed. "If you
are doing business in a foreign land.
know their culture first to succeed. "
Moy stated.
"Know what to say and what not to
say," he added. Moy said the Chinese
are sensitive and have different customs when doing business. "The Chinese arc good negotiators," he sa1d.
Moy went on to stress the importance of the Internet when conducting
research for foreign trade. He stated
how useful the Internet can be for the
business world. "Guan Xi," which basically means connecting or networking.
is a very useful tool in China \\-hen
conducting business. It has a tradition
of over 1000 years of history and is an
C\Cryday pract1cc m Chma.
Moy suggested by the year 2010,
China will be a large super-power The
travel and personal health markets.
along \\-ith cosmetics, arc the hottest
businesses to have in Chtna right now.
China is expanding \\ith fast-food operations and companies with high profiles like Pcsi.
Nystrom. Marketing Officer for the
Hong Kong Trade Development Center. is a graduate of the University of
IllinOis. She originally JOIIled the Hong
Kong Trade Development Councll in
1970 when the office started activities
in Chicago. When she was m Tam·an.
Nystrom engaged in local business activities for the Council of Hong Kong.
Her career has included different
management positions such as fashion
coordinator and marketing responsibilities. Nystrom stated how Hong
Kong is more flexible in conductmg
business than China. She showed a
short film on businesses in Hong Kong
and the film proved that businesses arc
flourishing.
Hong Kong is an English-speaking
region and will be a part of China in
1997. This should also aid China to become more up-to-date. Nystrom
stated," You must have an mtcrpretcr
to commumcatc in China." You cannot
conduct business without one," she
said.
The Chicago-based office for the
Trade Council is located on Michigan
and Wacker. Nystrom's job is to create
business opportumties. "Changes arc
incredible and the gr0\\1h rate is tremendous," she said speaking about
China. She also stressed how convinced her company is that their instruction will be necessary in the
future .
Hogg, is an International Attorney
and Chairman of the Pacific Rim subcommittee for the Chicago Chamber of
Commerce. He has a law degree from
the University of Auckland, New Zealand. He holds an LL.M Degree from
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the London School of Economics. University of London, and an MBA from
the University of Chicago. Hogg also
has 25 year's experience in counseling
businesses around the world. H1s professional experiences extend to Canada, Europe. the Middle East,
Australia, Asia and Africa. He is a
member of the Illino1s Bar and admitted as a Barrister and Solicitor of the
Supreme Court of New Zealand.
Hogg stated that the Chicago
Chamber of Commerce is the only one
that represents eight countries \\ ith
2000 members. The Chamber prondes
educational and networking opportunittcs. Hogg addressed the legal issues
when doing business in China He
compared our approximately 250.000
law}crs m the U. S. to about 800 in all
of Chma. "They arc not called lawyers
in China," Hogg said. "They arc commercial advisors." Hogg went on to
tell a story of his first business experience in China. "The first day, we just
sat around and talked about general
things," Hogg said. He then went on to
say the next day they went to sec The
Great Wall. which was a great experience for him, but busmcss was not being addressed After an additional
two-and-a-half days of light negotiation. still no progress. "Our visas
were going to expire. we had to leave."
Hogg added. The American businessmen found out the Chinese busmessmcn couldn't understand \\ hy the
proposal. that existed of 10 or more
pages. could not be done on one page.
Hogg thought he was well prepared
and probably would impress the Chinese. they even commcnicd it was impressive, but tltcy arc not interested in
statements and contracts. "They arc interested more m gcttmg to know you
and finding out how you handle yourself." Hogg said. "We go there with
contracts. but it doesn't mean much."
Hogg added.
The members of the panel also
stressed the importance of takmg your
time to establish a slow partnership.
"Take your time to sec 1fyour product
will belong." Hogg stated. "Coke took
10 years to get established in China," a
panelist added. They all agreed there
Will be ups and downs when trying to
start a business m Chma. or just trying
to conduct busmcss. Three suggestions
were given to prepare yourself'' hen
settmg out to do busmcss in China.
I) Usc consultants-make sure they
know their territory .
2) Use the Hong Kong Trade Development Center-they will screen the
consultants for you.
3) Hire Chinese consultants-they
will know the American-Chinese culture. The panelists went on to answer
questions from the audience which involved their personal interests when
doing business in China. Moy said the
best years for China were '91 . '92 and
'93 . Their gr0\\-1h rate is about 13 percent per year! The Chinese arc not
comfortable with that rate. but it may
last for another two to three years.
China is also working on the1r currency being exchanged freely. If the
U.S. supports them it could happen as
early as next year. Rodrcqucz closed by
saying. "We look foreword to doing
business with you (China)." We can all
hope there will be strong benefits in establishing business in China.
The relationship is more important
than a contract with the Chinese. The
panelists agreed, you have to have patience, patience and more patience!
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questions, you won't get the information
you need," said Winter.
Winters warns counselors, "If anyone tells you they know all the answers,
they're lying... We don't know why people become alcoholics." Some doctors
By Eileen Truszkowski
estimate that between 35 and 50 percent
of all people treated in the hospital toOn Friday November lOth Marlene day are treated for alcohol related probWinter, an addictions counselor, adlems. Psychiatrists say that number
dressed the Professional Counseling
soars to an estimate 80 percent of their
Club. Winter holds a Master's in Addic- client base. Alcohol is a thinking, functions from GSU. and is also a RN. She
tioning disease. Professionals say that
has ·worked at Ingalls Wyman Gordon
in 90 days. if you're not drinking, your
Pavilion. as well as managed her own
body is already healing and lessening
agency in Olympia Fields. Working as
its dependency of alcohol. If you feel
an RN, Winter helped to develop progood physically, you're going feel good
grams and assessments for nurses who
mentally.
were addicted.
In closing, Winter said it requires
Winter began with a definition of an two years of treatment before a client is
alcoholic: a person who continues to
"out of the woods." In the first two years
drink despite the effect on clinical asof recovery the relapse rate soars. After
pect of life, job, family. marriage and
that time , the client has more control
health. She stated that people who are
physically, emotionally and spiritually
active in the treatment of alcoholism
and is less likely to relapse.
feel that they are losing ground. Addiction professionals are still working to
convince people that alcoholism is a
disease in which people drink because
of the disease, not because of problems.
When the 28 day medical programs
were started, professionals failed at the
conception of these programs to conBy Loretta A. Rodriguez
sider relapse. Managed care programs
arc now reluctant to pay for 28 day inAs students at Governors State Unipatient programs because of the freversity we are often so absorbed in our
quency of relapse. Alcoholism, a
daily student life. that we don't take
primary disease and although it can be
note of the many other activities that
part of a dual diagnosis, is a complex
reach out to the larger community. that
illness that must be treated when the
takes place at GSU. Students may have
other diagnosis are treated.
seen signs posted throughout the halls
All alcoholics do not have the discase to the same degree, nor do they re- directing guests to a multitude of varilapse to the same degree. Professionals ous meetings hosted on campus, withnow kno\\ that programs must be indi- out knowing what any of them are
viduali~oed for them to be most effective. about. One of the many organizations
that meets at GSU is the Greater InterFirst and foremost in the treatment of
agency
Council of South Cook County
the alcoholic is to get them to stop
(GlC).
The
GIC focuses on bringing redrinking. As a counselor working with
sources from across the south suburban
a client, you have an ethical
region to parents and service providers
responsibility to be sure that the client
of special needs children. Not only docs
is not drinking.
Ms. Wmter went on to describe sev- GSU host the GIC meeting, GSU's Proeral different types of alcoholism. First fessor of Early Childhood Education, D.
Shari fa Townsend, who wears many
was acute. in which the person binges
hats,
is also the GIC Coordinator.
for a short time and then can go for proThe
GIC is part of 45 Local Interlonged periods without drinking. The
agency
Councils
(LICs) established
second. chronic, in which the person
throughout
Illinois.
LICs were develdrinks regularly and is never without
oped
as
a
result
of
the
State of Illinois
symptoms. The acute or epsilon alcopassage
of
an
Early
Intervention
Servholic is often more difficult. This perices
System
Act
(Public
Law
877-680)
son can go without drinking for a year
or more then suddenly binge until he or which offers Illinois families options for
screening assessment, treatment and adshe becomes physically ill and continues to drink for days, weeks, or months vocacy for children with disabilities,
within their geographic region.
before refraining from drinking again.
The GIC's mission is, "To enable
This type of alcoholism also causes the
most damage to the central nervous system because of the intermittent exposures to the toxins.
Alcoholism knows no boundaries
and is not limited to one particular
population. It is not restricted to one
race or ethnic group, nor is it bounded
by age, gender, religion, or social ceonomic status. Because of this. many
professions have developed peer support
networks to assist them in dealing with
their alcoholism. The first group of professionals to formulate such a network
were lawyers, who were followed by
nurses and pharmacists.
As counselors. Winter said, it is a
must for us to learn the signs and sympGlenn Ruklic, GIC chairperson
toms of alcoholism. Counselors must
with Sharifa Townsend, GIC
develop a repertoire of questions to pose
coordinator
to the client. It is often necessary to ask
questions of the family, and not uncom- families to access coordinated and comprehensive services for young children.
mon to bring the family into session
providing them the opportunity to reach
with the client or to see the families
their
fullest potential." The GIC
separately. "If you don't ask the

Adressing
Alcoholism

GSU Reaches
Out

membership is comprised of parents of
special needs children, local and private
agencies providing services to special
needs children, providers of Early Intervention and advocacy services. Also
serving on the council are representatives of Early Childhood programs,
Special Education, child care programs,
Head Start and the medical community.
Florence Cannon, a parent representative and the parent of a special needs
child, facilitated an orientation for new
parent members to the council, prior to
the regular meeting on Nov. 15, 1995.
Cannon explained the benefits of parents serving on the council. Some of
those benefits arc an opportunity to be
heard by providers and agencies who
serve their families, to meet new people,
make contacts and learn about resources
available to children and learning how
to advocate for their children.
In addition, parent members hear
about conferences and workshops being
offered that would be beneficial to them
and the council often assists parents to
enable them to attend the conferences or
workshops. Cannon also spoke eloquently on how the GIC empowered her
to become a facilitator for workshops
and parent orientations. Cannon attended a Multicultural Training Workshop with Ronnie Barclay, another
council member, last year in Virginia
and plans to facilitate multicultural
workshops locally soon. The GIC can
provide the agencies represented on the

Council members Ronnie Barclay
and Florence Cannon
council. Some of these services are
screening and evaluation, early intervention services from birth to three
years of age, early childhood special
education from three to five years of
age, health care, child care, respite care,
recreations, and literacy services.
For more information on the services available through the GIC or for
additional information on becoming a
council member, the GIC's toll-free
number is 800-507-5057.
Students at GSU can take pride in
not only the education they receive at
GSU but the many ways this University
reaches out to serve the needs of the
surrounding communities.

GSU Student's
Beautiful
Artwork
By Patrick Hartney
Beautiful art work, great food, and
enthusiastic people. On November
22nd, the day before Thanksgiving, the
campus of GSU seemed to have a quiet

eeriness to it as many of us ducked out
early to get a headstart on the holiday
and the weekend to follow.
But it was anything but quiet at the
University Art Gallery, E- Lounge between 6 p.m. and 8 p.m. where students, faculty, family and friends
gathered at a reception to congratulate
and celebrate with graduate art student
Sandra Safranek as she culminated her
education at GSU by putting on a
graduate exhibition of her paintings and
sketches. A requirement of graduate
students in the art major here at GSU,
the graduate exhibition is a unique opportunity for those students to display
their talents which have taken years,
possibly their whole life, to protect.
Sandra's exhibit, entitled Genre Perspective, which is on display until December 1st, is a unique collection of
drawings and sketches depicting basic,
everyday moments while taking them to
an extraordinary artistic level. Examples of Sandra's simple moments include a man casting a fishing rod, a
woman standing before a stove, a man
lamenting over the fact that his car
bumper is rusty, and even a man brushing teeth! Simple, ordinary moments,
yes, but this is where Sandra's talent
and artistic magic take over. "I rely on
family members and friends as my
models," says Sandra, 34, of Burbank,
Illinois, "but I like to try to portray
them in such a way so that other people
can relate to the image as well."
Several years ago, in first trying to
develop a theme for her work, Sandra
struggled with the idea of how a person
could relate to a picture of someone
they did not know. "I've tried to display
the person (in the artwork) in such a
unusual angle that their identity is
somewhat hidden so that (an onlooker)
could maybe relate to the image more
and say, 'Gee ... that painting looks a little bit like my uncle fishing on the
shore line.'" A painting or sketching by
Sandra originates as a series of 12-20
photographs taken from different angles
featuring the person and situation she
wishes to portray, after which she decides which photo will best fit the
composition.
On display at the University Art
Gallery are a series of Sandra's work

dating back to 1990. Each work of art
took approximately 40-50 hours to complete. Sandra's artistic background began when she was a little girl. She
drew things all the time, perhaps inheriting her love of art from her father,
whom Sandra says had artistic talent as
well. She studied art in high school. and
was inspired by her art instructor to go
into teaching art herself. She received a
BA. in Art Education from St. Xavier
College, and in addition to being an art
teacher, is about to complete her graduate studies .here at GSU. As for her
post-graduate plans. Sandra will continue to teach while taking a, "little bit
of a break," from painting. She plans to
continue her artistic displays at various
art shows and competitions as well as
other places that will display her work.
such as libraries. banks and galleries.
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Editorials
With the 25th anniversary of GSU
under way and the start of the holiday
season, some people tend to ponder
about what course to take when it
comes to their goals, dreams, or aspirations. In order to achieve all of
these, an individual sometimes has to
step back and begin again once he has
achieved one aspect of his master
plan.
When I became associate editor of
the Innovator, my main objective was
to help make a difference within the
production and presentation of this
wonderful publication, so that students, and myself, can see positive
changes taking place. With this 25th
anniversary issue, I can see that this
paper has really gone full circle. As
time goes on, I know that the Innovator will improve more and more with
each issue .. Like a parent, I have seen
this college newspaper grow into a
fme publication, and I feel I have done
as much as I can do.
While being part of this newspaper, I have learned many things that
some instructors could not teach me
in a classroom first hand. For one
thing, I have learned what it's like to

Practice
Safe
Coinputing

Computer viruses are nasty little
programs that can do great damage to
your floppy disk and to your documents. They can spread to your home
computer, or to your work computer,
or to your school computer. Some of
them are easy to remove, while others
are of the "stealth" variety, and a little
harder to remove.
So how do you know when you
have a floppy disk that has been infected by a virus? Easy. The ACS Lab
has the latest in hi-tech virus scanners
and they do the best they can to detect
and warn users of the presence of a virus. The first thing these scanners do
is shut down the computer and print a
message to the screen to warn the user
of an infection. If you put your floppy
into the computer and it stops it is a
very good indication that the virus
scanners have detected a computer virus trying to attach itself to a disk.
What should you do if this happens? First DON'T take your disk and
stick it in another computer to see if
that one will bring up your files.
Chances are you will infect another
computer with a virus. Instead notify
a Lab Aid of the room and number of
the computer and show them the disk

be part of a dedicated team. To all the
people who wrote articles and gave us
leads on particular stories, I offer my
sincere gratitude.
These people know how important
this newspaper is and where the news
will come from. Then there are those
who I would like to send my sincere
appreciation to who have become the
nerve center of the Innovator and my
dearest friends. To Nadja Voss, Cindy
Schildhouse, Joy LeMar, Pat Gorniak,
Julie Hall, Bruce Weaver, Karen DePeso, Todd Beele, Frances Bradley,
and Lisa "Lee" Loschetter ; words
cannot express how much I have enjoyed working with all of you. I want
you all to know that each one of you
are special to me, and I never want
you to forget that.
In addition. I would like to extend
a very special thanks to a man who
gave me a chance to be his comrade in
arms, right hand man, and a good
friend. Together we have achieved the
goal of making this paper the best that
it can be. We never stopped thinking
of ways to make the paper better , and
I feel we have achieved that goal. So
to the managing editor, Sean Carr, I
would like to say thank you for giving
me that chance. I hope whatever path
you decide to take, I wish you reach
your destination soon.
In addition to learning about team
work, I found how powerful the press
that was in use at the time. This will
allow the Lab Aid to remove the virus
from the computer, and to remove it
from your disk.
Is there anything you can do to
help prevent viruses from infecting
your disks and computers? Yes, a
great deal and most of it is very simple
to do. Note that the Main Menu of the
comp utter in the ACS Lab have an
option to "Scan Disk for Viruses" at
the very bottom of the selections. This
option allows you, the user, to scan the
Hard Drive, and both floppy drives.
We encourage you to take this simple
step before you attempt to access the
word processing menu, spreadsheet,
programming, or program of your
choice.
If you find a virus what should you
do? After the computer finishes the
virus scan and removal, tum the computer off- with the ON/OFF switch,
not the reset, then tum it back on. Or
tell a Lab Aid about the infection, they
like killing viruses!
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can be and how important it is to have
a college newspaper. I first made this
observation when the education department was contemplating laying off
some of it's instructors. Many people
were glad the paper covered that and
in the end, it all worked out. Many
students and professors extended their
appreciation to the Innovator which
made me feel that we had a lot to do
with the results.
Then recently, the Innovator went
under fire by a person who was making derogatory statements and posting
them on GSU's wall of truth and not
really giving us constructive criticism.
The word here is "constructive." The
way I see it, we get praise because people read the paper, and we get
slammed because people read the paper. The bottom line is that people are
reading the paper. If people are continuing to read the paper even with
the mistakes and all, then we have
done our job.
Not saying that we don't care about
the quality of the paper, but you have
to keep one thing in mind, this is a
publication that is for the students, by
the students, of the students. In other
words, we are still learning.
I have always felt that this newspaper was designed for the students of
Governors State University who paid
for this service through their tuition.
Now I have a message to the

WICI
Goes
Inter.nation
By Marcus Mitchell
The GSU chapter of Women In
Communication, Inc. (WICI) is
not only growing here on campus,
but on an international level as
well. WICI, which is open to me
as well as women in all communication fields, has embarked upon
a membership of approximately
10,000 members, both men and
women nationwide. The WICI
program was founded in 1909 by
seven women in Sigma Theta Phi
which, at the time, was a journalism sorority comprised only of
women. However, in 1972 the organization modified it's policy
and, thus, allowed men it's program. This, according to Patricia
Gorniak, co-founder of WICI,
"was a definite change in the righ
direction". Gorniak accredits Dr.
Ana Kong, the program's advisor,
for WICI's exceptional growth
and development.

individual who wishes to slam us. The
more times you put your comments on
the wall of truth, the more free publicity you are giving us. I want to thank
you for that. I hope you put more
comments up so more people will
want to read the paper and at the same
time keep us on our toes.
I would like to add that if you
have all that time in the world to find
all those "little" mistakes in our publication then you can't be all !hill busy.
If you feel that you can help correct
these errors, step up to the plate. You
don't have to be a student to proof read
articles, just a willing participant.
Even though I am stepping down
from the associate editor position, I
will continue to be a part of the Innovator in my own little way up until I
leave the university. For now, it's time
for me to take on other ventures, so to
the staff and to the new associate editor, I wish them well.
Good luck guys, and that's a wrap.
Sincerely,

John P. DeYoung
Associate Editor
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Chorale
Finds
a Home
By Jean J uarez
The Governors State University
Community Chorale and Orchestra will
open their 18th season with a rousing
performance of Handel's "MESSIAH".
This will be the fourth time that the
Chorale group will be performing this
masterpiece.
The frrst performance took place in
the Sherman Music Recital Hall,-December 6, 1981 . The hall was not
available for the second performance.
That concert took place in the Theater
Auditorium . December 16, 1984.
As the Chorale gained larger audiences with their concerts, it was necessary to find larger places where they
could perform. In the spring of 1988
the group was invited to become part of
the concert series at St. Raymond Nonnatus Cathedral in Joliet. The Chorale
performed Mozart's "REQUIEM" and
Brahms' "GERMAN REQUIEM". For
the last two spring concerts they performed close to home at St. Liborius
Church in Steger.
For their third performance of the
"MESSIAH" they did something
equally as different. For the first time
they presented two performances. each
a week apart. The first performance
was held at Hope Lutheran Church in
Park Forest on December 6, 1992. The
following week the Chorale performed
the work again at
St. Cajetan Church in Chicago.
Quite a step forward for the GSU
Chorale.
This performance of the "MESSIAH" (their fourth) will take place in
the new Center for Arts and
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Technology on the GSU campus. The
Chorale and their Orchestra will present "MESSIAH" on Sunday, December 10, 1995 at 4PM. They invite all to
come and enjoy this masterpiece.
There is no charge for admission.
For further information call :
708-534-4010 or 708-534-4020.

from 21 to 18
• Compact discs (CDs) were
developed
•Average income $9,357.00
•New car $3,979.00
•New house $23,400.00
•Gallon of gas $.36
•Minimum wage $1 .60

greatest potential for changing these
behaviors.

GSU

Looking
Back
By Kenneth E. K udlo
Unless you live under a rock, you
probably know that GSU is celebrating
its 25th Anniversary. Compared to
other universities, many of which are
well over a hundred years old, GSU is
relatively young.
Although 25 years is not that long,
just think about how the world has
changed in that time. For instance,
when the crews were putting the finishing touches on the building, headlines
splashed across the news that police in
California arrested Charles Manson
and his "family" for the murder of
Sharon Tate. The nation was polarized
in a bitter fight over a war that no one
wanted in a foreign land called Vietnam. The Beatles had just finished up
work on the album "Abbey Road."
Society has managed to cram a lot
of history into these short years. We
have gone from Timothy Leary and his
campaign for "mind expanding" LSD
to disco and polyester bell bottoms to
Reaganomics to the age of political
correctness.
Some other interesting facts in
1970 :

University

Park
.Gets
Safety
Grant

Shares
Seasonal
Gathering

Faculty, staff and students arc asked
to join together when we kick ofT a new
program of sharing. We will share not
only what we can with those less fortunate. but share of ourselves with friends
and colleagues during our traditional
seasonal gathering.
In cooperation with Crete. Monee
and Rich townships. we will collect
items that are not normally available
The Illinois Department of Transthrough township pantries. The proportation announced October 1, apgram will cover four months: Decemproval to continue a highway safety
ber, January, February, and March.
grant, funded by the National Highway
Collection boxes will be available for
Traffic Safety Administration to the
one week during each month. Each
village ofUniversity Park.
month will also have specific items reThe grant award in the amount of
quested for donation.
$5,454 will be used for the hiring of
Join us for our kick-ofT program
police officers to conduct four 5 week
and watch for flyers about upcoming
campaigns designed to inform and edumonths.
cate the public about the dangers of
drinking and driving, speeding and
Seasonal Gathering of the GSU
non-use of safety belts.
Community
The overall program will run beWednesday
tween November 5, 1995 and SeptemDecember 13, 1995
ber 30,1996. but officers will earnestly
Hall of Governors
enforce these laws between November
3 p.m.
* Richard Nixon was President
19th and December 3rd • da tes set fior
Refreshments
*Spiro Agnew was Vice President the conclusion of the first dedicated
*U.S. voting age was lowered
traffic enforcement
Boxes available: What to bring
~:..=.::..:.:_..::..::...~-------;<i;;;;O"'VERN"";;-;;O~RS:;;:-;:St::rA:o;:rE;:;:-;-V-;;:N:-;;I~VERSm;;;;:;ITY~---------~ campaign.
~Of ARTs I'IND Sc•ENCU /IND THE DIVISION Of I.Ja£~w.. ARrs
The costs of traffic tickDecember 11-15
PRfS£NT
The
ets can range from $75 for
Canned meats, hard holiday
moving violations, to
candy. new toys (children un
$300.00 for impaired drivdcr 12), new scarves, gloves,
ing offense.
or mittens of all sizes.
Motor vehicle crashes
are the leading cause of
January 22-26
death for Americans beHousehold paper goods such
tween the ages of 5 and 34,
as paper towels, napkins or
and fifth leading cause of
toilet paper.
death in the United States.
During 1994. in Illinois
February 19-23
alone, I ,551 persons were
Personal hygiene products
killed in fatal crashes; in
such as bath soap, combs,
1993, 155.590 persons
brushes. deodorant,
were injured in fatal
toothbrushes. toothpaste. rat.ors.
crashes. The total estietc.
mated cost of all crashes in
lllinois for 1993 was $5 .95
March 25-29
billion.
Household cleaning products
Many lives could have
such as laundry supplies, all
been saved and economic
purpose cleaners. polishes,
burdens
avoided if the pubetc.
Diane Cook. Soprano • Jeffrey Gall, Countertenor
lic would change its attiRodrick Dixon, Tenor • Andmv Schultze, Bass
tude regarding risk-taking
This event is brought to you by the
Sunday< December 10, 1995
behavior such as speeding, Event Advisory Committee and co4 p.m.
impaired driving, and the
sponsored by the Social Work Club.
non-use of safety belts and Student Senate, Student Life Division.
The Center for Arts and Technology
child safety scats.
at Qovemors State University
and Student Affairs and Services.
University Park, Illinois
It has been demonstrated that visible enforceFREE ADMISSION
Governors
ment programs focusing on
State
Cosponsortd by I~
these
violations offer the
QSV
Studrnl
Ufr.
Studtnl
Mil
!land
Strvicrs
University

University-Community
Chorale and Orchestra

---

•nd I~ QSV Alumni Association
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through school for special need students, the increasing interest in health
promotion and participation in exercise
programs, which will result in an increased number of injuries requiring
physical therapy treatments, and the expansion of physical therapy services
from hospital settings to geriatric care
centers, rehabilitation clinics, schools,
home health care agencies and private
practices.
Job prospects for physical therapists
arc excellent now, and for the future.
New graduates arc in great demand. A
By Nadja Voss
recent survey of local hospitals in the
Governors State University is imple- south suburbs all attributed to the fact
that physical and occupational theramenting a new Master of Physical
Therapy (MPT) and Master of Occupa- pists are number one and two on their
need hst for recruitment. This demand
tional Therapy (MOT) program. with
classes for both scheduled for the Win- has not decreased over the last 10 years.
In January 1994, the American Physical
ter 1996 trimester.
Therapy Association forecasted a 51 to
This is exciting news for the GSU
59 percent increase in job growth for
community, region and state. Accordphysical
therapists in the neA1 six years
ing to the U.S. Department of Labor,
alone.
the need for physical and occupational
Physical therapy is defined as the
therapists will continue to grow well
assessment, evaluation, treatment, and
into the year 2010.
prevention of physical disability, movement dysfunction, and pain resulting
from injury, disease, disability, or other
health related conditions.
Occupational therapy differs in that
it provides services to those individuals
whose abilities to cope with tasks of
daily living are threatened or impaired
by developmental deficiencies, the aging process, economic and cultural inequities, physical injuries or illnesses,
or psychological and social disabilities.
The growth industry for both types
The College of Health Professions
of therapists is at an all time high.
(CHP) at Governors State University
Economists say that they arc among the under the guidance of its dean, Dr.
fastest growing occupations in the
Cecilia Rokusek, has worked ambiUnited States. The need for physical
tiously to meet this critical need for
and occupational therapists will be afphysical and occupational therapists in
fected in the years ahead by changes in the area, region, state, and country by
the way hcalthcarc is delivered, the inpursuing the establishment and develcrease in life expectancy and the conopment of these educational programs
current increase in physical disabilities, at GSU. "The addition of these two prochanges in federal legislation requiring grams is important to the CHP in our
physical therapy intervention from birth

New
program
starting at
GSU

educational mission of being a wellrounded allied health and nursing education center in the area and state. The
programs are wonderful additions to
our other five high quality academic
programs," says Dr. Rokusek.

Dr. Phyllis Klingensmith
With the approval of the Illinois
Board of Higher Education and in close
collaboration with Chicago State University, the arduous and involved process of defining the curriculum. program
objectives and course requirements, of
completing faculty recruitment and
classroom and laboratory facilities, of
developing clinical sites and applying
for national accreditation, has successfully culminated in the offering of the
first classes this upcoming winter
trimester.
Dr. Phyllis M . Klingensmith, professor of physiology, is the curriculum
coordinator and faculty advisor for the
MPT and MOT programs. With the input of several local experts in the physical and occupational therapy field and
the help of staff and faculty from the
CHP and CAS, Dr. Klingensmith has
put together an extensive admission application package which has been sent
to more than 400 individuals in the
area who had heard about the plans for

an OTIPT program through the academic grapevine and had already contacted the university for more
information. Recent national admissions data indicates that for every available slot in academic physical and
occupational therapy programs, there
are an average of 15 to 30 applicants.
Dr. Annie Lawrence, chairperson,
Division of Nursing and Health Sciences, is the chair of the search committee which is presently working on
filling the positions of program directors, clinical coordinators. and teaching
professors. "GSU is the Q!!]y state
school with an entry-level graduate
OTIPT program," explains Dr. Klingensmith. "When the program is fully
operational, we hope to have recruited
seven full-time faculty. Our goal for
number of students is 32 for each program during the first year."
Accreditation of these new programs is needed for graduating students
to be able to work in their fields. The
accreditation process will begin in the
first year of the programs' implementation and may take up to two years. Dr.
Klingensmith points out that four programs within the CHP; Nursing, Communication Disqrders, Health
Administration and Social Work, have
national accreditation by their respective accrediting agencies. Graduates of
these programs have been highly successful in the
completion of
state and national board exams ( 92
percent average). "I am optimistic that our
first class will
graduate from
an accredited
program," says
Dr.
Klingensmith.

EXTRA INCOME FOR '95
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Earn $500 - $1 000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details - RUSH $1 .00
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story for the modem day audience
complete with a classic fairy tale twist.
The show is centered around
Cynthia, excellently played by Nancy
Voights, who is about to get married to
her successful but terribly boring coworker, Robert, superbly played by
David New. In the meantime,
Cynthia's "best-friend" as she calls
him, Joe. played by Rick Boyton is
heart broken. During the elegant Wedding rehearsal, Cynthia slips on a pair
of antique glass shoes which \\-ill
match her wedding dress perfectly.
By Karen Piejko
The moment Cynthia slips into the
glass shoes, everyone is swept into a
magical, mystical \\hirh\ind. Through
The world premiere of "Ms. Cinthe usc of stunning visual and sound
derella" opened to a standing ovation
effects, Cynthia is transformed into
at Marriott's Lincolnshire Theater last
Cinderella and finds herself trapped
week. Don't be fooled by the title of
inside of the classic Cinderella fairy
this brand new musical. While the play tale in its entirety. Cynthia can only reis suitable for the entire family, this is
turn to the real world once she has
not a kiddy show. Ms. Cinderella is a
found "true love".
beautiful song and dance extravaganza
Another noteworthy performance
for the '90s. It's an enchanting love
was that of Bradley Mott who played
Dagmar, the owner of Dag-Mart, a

~
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Bond,
Jallles

Bond... Is
Back!
By Sean M. Carr
"You are a sexist, misogynist, dinosaur- a relic of the Cold War".
-M

The black tie, silencer, witty repartee
and Aston Martin return in the 18th
installment of the
superspy series
created by Ian
Fleming Some in
depth history of
the master agent is
revealed as Pierce
Brosnan's Bond
hunts down a new
Russian device
called the Goldeneye. A Russian
earthbound satellite outpost is attacked and many
die as a power hungry general, along
\\-ith a dear friend of007's, decide to
wreck financial and physical damage
on London and other wealthy nations.
Bond, in the search for the Goldeneye,
is physically shaken, but his suave
mannerisms are not stirred. In one explosive, jarring scene Bond steals a
Russian tank and brazenly smashes
down the street and through walls like
a bull in a china shop in hot pursuit of
the renegade general The generaltsn't
his only problem however, as one former Soviet pilot who takes great sexual

fairy tale spoof of a modem day KMart. He was absolutely hysterical and
kept the audience alive with laughter.
"Ms. Cinderella" is an exciting holiday
treat for the whole family. It features
beautiful choreography, charming and
\\-itty songs, incredible special effects.
and a highly accomplished cast of
performers.
"Ms. Cinderella" features an outstanding script written by Scan Grennan and Kathy Snatcn, with music by
Michael Duff, and song lyrics by Cheri
Coons. The production was under the
fine direction of Joe Leonardo The
script for "Ms.Cinderella is a finely
crafted work of art and is destined to
become a classic. I commend Lincolnshire's creative team for once again
premiering a brand nc\\ theatrical
work and helping to keep the arts
alive.
"Ms. Cinderella" will run through
January 21, 1996. Performances arc
Wednesdays through Sundays at various times. Contact the Marriot's Lin-

colnshire Theater box office at (708)
634-0200 for further information.

pleasure in killing, may do Bond in
with thighs alone. It must be noted that
she likes vodka martinis.

tridecca is only briefly played, and
sorely missed. But the new title track,
Goldeneye sung by Tina Turner IS excellent and rings of another Bond film
Goldfinger. A groundbrcaking film
which I believe much in Goldeneye has
been patterned after.
Another omissivc factor though. is
By Eileen Truszkowski
the multitude of nc\\ weapons and a
new Aston Martin given to him by
gadjctmaster Q, they arc rarely used 1f
at all, the devices arc introduced then
I crossed another threshold. th1s year
Some interesting changes have ocquickly forgotten . Then there is a boorInto another room of hfc. More that
curred in the Bond genre. For instance. ish CIA agent that is both uncouth and
half my path bchmd me.
M, Bond's stone-faced chief dispatcher sloppy in his dealings with espionage
Yet the best may still be to come.
has been written in as a woman to give giving Bond extra burden. I suppose
Brosnan's character a sharper foil and
this is an embodiment of the running
My daughter. once an mfant.
a reflection on the somewhat sexist 33 joke that Brits are so much more soIs
now a beautiful young woman
year-old attitude of the character. Even phisticated than Americans in every
Already to launch
Ms. Moneypenny has changed, that
poss1ble aspect. The substanceless CIA
And
take out on her own.
faithful puppydog-eyed maiden that
character incompetently replaces
had a thing for London's greatest hero
Bond's old American connection Felix
Alone and not lonely.
throughout the 60s, 70s and 80s. She
Leiter.
Greeting
each new day \\ith delight
still appreciates Bond's fltrtations, but
Overall, the Bondtan delights of
Although I realite sadly
is confident to throw them back at him Goldeneye work and the future of
The growing shortness of that day.
with graceful rejection giving him
Metro Goldwyn Meyer's cash cow
something to think about. A kinder,
seems well in place for the twenty-first
Do I want to share my life?
gentler Bond has been created, one that century. It is quite refreshing to sec the
To hold another's hand .
still kills when necessal). but takes
return of James Bond, a faithful hero
To
walk
and talk along hfc's path
sympathy on some of mankind's morthat is unswerving in duty, honor and
To
love
and be loved in return .
ally deficient. He has even displayed
prov1dmg cntcrtammcnt.
monogamous intentions - at least temI can't explain the feeling.
porarily, with the charming l7.abella
The
fear
of yet another broken dream
Scorupco, who plays a slightly timid
Am I afraid to tl) again?
Russian computer programmer swept
Can that really be?
up in Bondian mischief.
Interestingly, the 90s Bond is
Someone said of me
darker and moodier than Roger
am wandering aimlessly
That
I
Moore's campy, comedic, ultra-spy.
ShUS>Sh
Through this world alone,
Brosnan's Bond is reminiscent of Sean
Afraid of having another on my path.
Connery's unflappable reign. In one of
the most eerie scenes, Bond encounters
With of life's experiences,
an old friend in a stunningly visual
Broken promises, broken dreams
graveyard of obsolete statues of the
Is life best lived without them?
great Marx and Lenin. The scene
Is life best lived alone?
seems to give closure and finality to the
cold war era and Bond's greatest enI cannot know for certain,
emy. The scene says much with few
Of that I must explore.
words.
The facts too scary to ignore.
Some disappointments of the film
Life's too short not to love and be loved
that seem to be commonplace among
in return .
the cinema ventures of the 90s is that
of simple omission. The James Bond
theme that is trademark throughout its

At My Age

James Bond Will
Return.
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All aboard! Get your tickets ready
and prepare yourself for the ride of
your life Our destination is a place
where the action is intense, the mayhem is a riot, and the chemistry of two
terrific actors works beautifully. Our
stop is The Money Train, and to take us
on this little journey are two actors who
are reunited from another blockbuster
film, White Men Can't Jump, Woody
Harrelson and Wesley Snipes.
This time Woody and Wesley arc
cops for the New York transit who happened to be brothers, well • stepbrothers
to be more exact. Harrelson plays Charlie, a good cop but is a compulsive
gambler who gets in trouble with a major bookie. How much trouble? He is so
knee deep in debt that he IS almost
thrown off a high rise building.
Once again getting Charlie out of
impending doom is his brother John.
played by Snipes. John reassures the
bookie that he will get his money and
Charlie survives another crisis for now.
To join the New York transit's dynamic
duo is Detective Grace Santiago played
by Jennifer Lopez. Both men have feelings for their beautiful partner, but it's
the charismatic John (Snipes) who
winds up getting the girl.
In the meantime, Charlie (Harrelson) feels he has lost everything from
his job, his relationship with his
brother. and the girl of his dreams not
to mention an excessive gambling debt
he must pay. Charlie feels that his only
path for freedom is robbing the money
train which collects all the money from
the d1fferent ticket agents. However.
there arc two people who want to put
an end to Charlie's new line of work.
his caring brother. and his ex-boss
Captain Patterson, played by Baretta's
Robert Blake. who wants Charlie and

his brother out permanently. The
question is who will get to him first?
Money Train has all the redeeming
qualities of all good cop buddy movies.
Because Harrelson and Snipes worjced
together before, the interaction between
these two is nothing but hysterical and
right. There are those times where the
jokes are predictable, but somehow
these guys make even the predictable
gags a gut buster. At first, I couldn't
imagine these two guys as cops, much
less action heroes, after seeing them in
their previous film together. but they
really pulled it off brilliantly.
As for the action, it was nonstop! If
you get up to go to the bathroom, get
refreshments from the concession
stand, or even blink, you will miss alot.
There are some sequences that are unbelievable, but the effects make them
exciting watch.
At first I thought the story was so
simple consisting of two cops ,gone bad
who try to rob this train. On the contrary, the story dives into the relationship of these two "brothers" and how
one watches out for the other while at
the same time risking their lives and
having fun. If there is a must sec film
for the holiday season. this is it. On a
grading scale. I give Money Train a
B+. and that's a wrap.

Vich Little
Internationally recognized comedian Rich Little will "make a big impression" when he entertains guests for
the gala on Saturday. Dec. 2. 1995 at
7:30pm. for the grand opening of The
Center for Arts and Technology at
Governors State University. The 1.200
guests at the new entertainment facility
will be repeating jokes and telling stories of thcu own impress1ons of Little
after he spends an evening in the south
suburbs. The performance will be the
first of 18 attractions during the

premiere season of The Center, which
is being sponsored with a generous donation from Beverly Bank. Programs
will range from children's shows to
country and western singers, jazz and
blues artists to the Royal Winnipeg
Ballet.
Little's performance will set the
tone," said Richard Kordos, The Center's executive director. "We want our
guests -- at all our shows -- to be delighted by the performance and the
service. Little's upbeat comedy is a perfect act for the rest of the season to follow." A master of voices, Little has
been recognized worldwide for his
comic genius. as he presents characters
from politics and entertainment. With
Little, none of today's recognized celebrities go unnoticed. Mimicry has made
Little famous, and he doesn't stop short
of spoofing even the best of company,
from American presidents to British
royalty.
His live performances, such as the
one he will present at The Center for
Arts and Technology at GSU, blend
comedy and song for hilarity. His impressions run the gamut from singers
Frank Sinatra and Tom Jones to personal tributes to the late Jim Henson.
John Wayne and Groucho Marx.
Little estimates he has approximately 200 voices in his repertoire. He
has a special talent for developing
characters from his own imagination,
which is how he started in the business
after winning a television talent contest
in his native Ottawa, Canada. at age
17. His impressions won him praise
and the chance to earn money for his
laughs.
He later went on to become a successful disk jocky and talk show host in
Ottawa. His first record. "My Fellow
Canadians." cut when Little was in his
early 20s, became the best-selling comedy album in the history of Canada and
made him nationally famous.
Little made his debut on the U.S.
entertainment circuit in 1964 when
singer Mel Torme invited him on the
"Judy Garland Show." It wasn't long
before Little moved to the United States
and began his successful career as a

funny man of characters on stage and
television.
That break into the U.S. entertainment industry gave Little the opportunity to share his many talents. He has
done everything from stand-up comedy
to appearances on soap operas. He's
hosted his own television show and
been invited to entertain at the White
House. He has won top prizes at the
Montre\Lx Festival in Switzerland and
an Emmy from the National Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences for his
work "'Rich Little's Christmas Carol"
for HBO. Little portrayed all the characters in his own interpretation of
Charles Dickens' classic tale.
Tickets are available in two price
ranges. Patrons interested in being a
part of the black tie gala activities for
the evening will be invited to a champagne and hors d'oeuvre reception before Little's performance, and a formal
dinner with live music afterward.
Those tickets are $250. Guests planning to attend only the performance
can get $35 tickets. For ticket information about the gala call the box office at
(708) 235-2222.

Mr. Rich Little

1"hcz

Polygon~/\
Puzzlczl
\
by

Hi everyone. Since this is the last issue of The Innovator until January 1996, let me wish you a happy and healthy
holiday season. Puzzle number one is different from others in the past in that I am not sure of the answer. I have
gtven two possible answers, but if you believe you have one that is more probable please stop in Student Development
and we will discuss it. The other two puzzles appeared in the last edition but no answers but no answers were given.
l. The first edition of the King James Version of the Bible was published in 1611 when William Shakespeare was 46
years old. If you look at Psalms 46 you will find the following words: the 46th word from the beginning is "shake"
and 46th word from the end is "spear." How do you explain this?

2. Calvin, Hobbes, and Beetle went to the GSU Halloween party dressed as a dog, a cat, and a mouse, though not
necessarily in that order. Their costumes were all one color, either red. blue or green. From the information below
figure out each person's costume and its color.
A. The person who came dressed as a cat was either Beetle or Calvin and he was dressed in green.
B. Blue was not the color of Hobbes' costume and he did not come as a dog.
C. Calvin's costume was not red and he did not come as a cat.
3. Emily Dickinson took a 3-milc walk around the GSU campus. She went I mph for the first mile. 2mph for the
second mile. and 3 mph for the third mile. As known by all. this was surely one of her fen public outings. What wns
her average speed for the 3 mile walk'?
A. E. ·actly 2mph
B. A little less than 2 mph
C. A little more than 2 mph

Wang realizes that he should
have bought that bathtub mat
from Walmart.
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Have you ever wondered what happens to
that extra sock?

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS
Famous U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team Diet
During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members used the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's
right - 20 poun,ds in 14 days! The basis of the diet is chemical food
action and was devised by a famous Colorado physician especially for
the U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is main~ained (very important!) while
reducing. You keep "full" - no starvation - because the diet is designed
that way. It's a diet that is easy to follow whether you work, travel or stay
at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet. If it weren't, ttle U.S.
Women's Alpine Ski Team wouldn't be ,permitted to use it! Right? So,
give yourself the same break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the
scientific, proven way. Even if you've tried all the other diets, you owe it to
yourself to try the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team Diet. That is, if you
really do want to lose'20 pounds in two weeks. Order today! Tear this out
as a reminder.
Send only $8.95 ($9.60 in Calif.)-add .50 cents RUSH service to:
American Institute, 721 E. Main Street, Dept. 254, Santa Maria, CA
93454-4507. Don't order unless you expect to lose 20 pounds in two
© 1995
weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet will do.

entertalniiHNII prizes.

CALL (312) 644-COIN (2&46)
From Any Ameritech

Pay Phone.
Grand Prize: An incredible home

entertainment system worth $6,300.
First Prize: Astate-of-the-art home computer
system or Sega Video Game System.
1,000 Other Prizes: Free movie
passes, free Domino's Pizza and a
video rental, free compact discs, and free
S-minute prepaid phone cards.

.

.
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benefit of the campus and its students.
The art pieces that are the most outstanding and vivid are the ones to be
outlined here.
The marvelous photo that graces
the beginning of this article called "JIIinots Landscape #5" was created by
John Henry, it is considered the largest
piece of metal by a contemporary
American artist. The idea of the artist
was to create a tumbling effect, but a
By Sean M. Carr
form of steadiness and consistency. In
Photos by Frances Bradley
layman's terms many call the sculpture
and Sean M. Carr
a stack of "French fries" due to its yellow color and lanky disarray.
The "House Dtvided" by Bruce
Giant metal behemoths gracing
Nauman is an interesting piece that
"Flying Saucer" (1977)
fields of green started nearly thirty
seems to denote a divorce or separation
years ago in the formerly known Park
Forest. The Sculpture park was created of people, the true meaning of the work may look to a passerby like a resting
to enhance the art park. It was created
was to symbolically show the division
by Lewis Manilow in the innovative
arachnid waiting for its ne:\1 meal. or
in 1981 and encompasses an extremely
tradition of his father Nathan Manilow, of the cast and west in political terms
large circular area in the field right in
from the opposite view like a butterfly
front of the university. The very center
about to take flight.
of the field is comprised of a deep well.
Jene Highstein's "F(ving Saucer"

The

GSU Art
Park

who was one of the developers of Park
Forest. Park Forest South was later established to be a sort of center for art
expression. Nathan Manilow died in
197lleaving Lewis Manilow to take
his place in acquiring new sculptures.
The very first art piece donated to the

during the cold war. When one enters
the house it shows just that, a bland interior that seems to lead to nowhere,
giving a sharp reflection on the realities of contemporary politics.
The "Phoenix" created by Edvins
Strautmanis was the very first piece ac-

park was a sculpture by Edvins Strautmanis called "Phoenix," the piece was
commissioned created for an apartment
complex, but the tenants believed it to
be too cumbersome and abstract for
their tastes. Because of that fact United
States Steel issued a flatbed to transport "Phoenix" to its permanent resting
place of the south suburbs. All to the

quired by GSU and is as innovative and
symbolic of the university itself. As the
meaning of the phoenix means that
something dead rises from its own
"Falling Meteor" with
ashes the same goes for the university
in that each art piece is a sort of repit.
newal, a replenishing of the park with
"Field Rotation" by Mary Miss is
fresh ideas - the very stuff of a univerpossibly the most elaborate piece ever
sity. The Phoenix at a certain angle

"Field Rotation" (1981)
created in 1977, is a sight to sec, especially with the a beaten path of grass
leading up to its presence. The "Flying
Saucer" looks as if it just reentered the
earth's atmosphere with urgent business. Although there is no visible fire
the sculpture/starship boasts the appearance of friction and burn scars.
The piece of art can also be likened to a
charred charcoal briquette seemingly
making the whole of GSU a barbecue

Field Rotation view towards campus

that is accessed by a small rung of ladders. On first sight it looks like a sort
of elaborate torture device, or stretching rack. The well has somewhat of old
west/oriental nuance that envelopes the
viewer with a completely different atmosphere opposite that of the university itself. From the walled center of
the sculpture white planks radiate from
it in the grass fields from all different
directions as if guiding the viewer to its

student Glen Swierkosz
secret lair. From an aerial view the
planks arc perfectly spaced in a starburstlikc manner.
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"Diinois Landscape #S"

"Falling Meteor" (1975)
One great piece that sits near the
pond in a bold manner is the "Falling
Meteor" by Jerry Heart created in 1975.
The "Falling Meteor" is often used as a
study bench, or just a calm serene place
to study or take in the pond's splendor.
One can easily confuse this sculpture's
title with the appearance of the "F(ving
Saucer" sculpture. In the fact that it
does look similar to a fallen meteor
that has cooled ofT. Upon first appearance "Falling Meteor" looks like an old
spaceship from the 19~0's Flash Gortelevision serials. It is blazoned
yellow and stands defiantly.
A sculpture that looks ready to set
sail on the high seas sits anxiously near
Exchange avenue. The sculpture is
called "Isis". Mark di Suervo. It was
loaned to the SCulpture Park on a seven
year loan in 1992 by the Smithsonian's
Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden. The piece has a front that is an exact replica of a large seafaring vessel.
perhaps one of an oil tanker. On each
side it contains rubbery anchor holes,
along with authentic rivets. Only the
front part is easily discernible as an
ocean vessel. The rest consists of
strong, steel cable supporting the front
facade. It is maintained underneath by
a huge metal cobalt-blue tripod.

rum

The "Outgrown Pyramid" by
Richard Hunt evokes thoughts of an
Egyptian pyramid that has an organic
growth at its peak. Viewing it from
afar, its attachment to the matted

"Outgrown Pyramid"

in Park Forest South. The piece consists of huge man-sized drums that
swing from side to side and has an
echo ~hen tapped if listened to from
the 1nside, children will love it. It is
also easily seen from Exchange road.
The black outline of it maintains an eye
catching presence.
Other pieces had been acquired
during the seventies throughout the
early nineties. The following sculptures
enhance the outlying areas ofGSU :
"Spiral". Clement Mcadmore. "Icarus"
Charles Ginne,er, "S•syphus Aviary"
Dan Yarbough. "Bodark Arc" Martin
Puryear. "Forms In Blue" and "Mock
II. V-Form" John Payne, "Praine
Chimes" and "Art Ark" Terry Karpomct.. "Throne" Ted Garner. "Mock
I. V-Form" John Payne. "A Virgin
Smile" John Chamberlain. "Untitled"
Joel Shapiro. "House of Cars" Vito Acconci, and "Isis" Mark di Suvero.
"Isis"
The Nathan Manilow Sculpture
Park
is a great asset to Governors State
ground gives the impression that an
into one is eerily set into metal. The
University
and is one of the many facimmense creature or animal is sus"Large Planar Hybnd'' stalwartly looks
tors
that
sets
it apart from other institupended underneath (possibly from the
over the entrance waiting or protecting,
tions
Hopefully
you have enjoyed this
last ice age) and the "Outgrown Pyrathe art connoisseur can decide \\ hich.
of
the
Manilow Sculpture
brief
tour
mid" is the only protrusion discernible.
Lastly, "For Lady Day" created by
Park
and
plan
on
taking a closer look,
A wingless eagle at attention could Mark di Suvero in 1968-69. The sculpmaybe on a calm summers day when a
explain the "Large Planar Hybrid" cre- ture was shipped from Battery Park in
ated in 1973-74 by artist Richard Hunt. New York. It was first created while di walk would be nice.
The piece is hollow, welded steel
Suervo lived as Le\\is Manilow's guest

"Large Planar Hybrid" (1973-74)

implanted in front of the C-wing entrance. It may be named hybrid because of its mixed appearance of
several different animals. The look of
a dog and an eagle metamorphosed

"For Lady Day" (1968-69)
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against men twice, if not three times
her size. I understand his position, but
my offer still stands, Dave.
Secondly, the BEARS would do
much better if they just listened to me
and the thousands of other fans who
yell and scream at their television sets.
I constantly tell them what plays to
run, what to do on defense and special
teams, but for some reason they never
listen to what I say. It's not that they
can't hear me, my neighbors constantly
remind me I have a big mouth and
even if the BEARS were playing in
Tampa Bay they'd be able to hear me.
All kidding aside, the BEARS definitely have some loose ends that need
to be tied and cemented together. For
starters, the BEARS' defense is far
from Super Bowl material. They are
plagued by missed tackles, a horrible
By Joy LeMar
pass defense that is ranked 28th in the
league and a soft secondary that played
so far off the Lions in game eleven,
that fans wondered if they were even
playing at all.
On the bright side, though dimly
Since the BEARS lost their third
lit, the BEARS' defensive line is
straight against the Detroit Lions, eve- ranked third in the league against the
ryone asks me, "Joy, what is wrong
run. Jim Flanigan is leading the way
with 7 1/2 sacks this season, but the
with the BEARS?" After shaking my
head and cursing under my breath, I
BEARS need more grid iron aggresusually throw up my arms and mumble sion from Alonzo Spellman and Chris
a few explanations of why the BEARS Zorich.
can't play basic, fundamental football.
With the absence of injured Donnell Woolford and a penalty stricken
First of all, Dave Wannstedt won't
let me play. I call him every week beg- Jeremy Lincoln, the BEARS' secondary
ging him to suit me up and send me in. is anything but pretty.
Kevin Miniefield, who started in
I'd be more than willing to play any position; cornerback, punter or even a de- place of Woolford, found himself up
fensive lineman. Unfortunately, Dave against top notch receiver Herman
Moore. While Miniefield did make his
isn't too keen about sending a female
first career interception in the end zone
fanatic into the game competing

with a 37 yard return, Moore had the
better day with six catches for 68 yards.
James Burton started the game
against the Lions replacing a benched
Lincoln. Burton was matched up
against Brett Perriman who averaged
nearly 12 yards per catch. Burton left
the game with a separated shoulder and
Lincoln was called upon to finish the
game.
Lincoln finally made the decision to
be more aggressiv_e against the pass.
"It's time to go after some balls. It's
been a wavy season for me. Why not
play aggressively and see what happens." What a brilliant idea, Jeremy!
I'm glad you thought of that now that
the season is half over.
Injuries certainly have had a huge
impact on the BEARS. With Raymont
Harris out since the beginning of the
season with a broken collarbone, the
BEARS have had to rely on Robert
Green and Rashaan Salaam to pick up
yardage and lead the BEARS' running
game. Donnell Woolford hopes to return to the lineup after recovering from
a tom quadricep tendon and several
other players have been bruised and
banged around. John Magnum, Barry
Minter and James Burton are all suffering from shoulder injuries that are
slowing their playing performance
down.
We can't discuss the problems of
the BEARS without mentioning everybody's favorite topic - the kicking game
- or lack thereof. Pat O'Neill was
called upon to kick for the BEARS in
game eleven. Todd Sauerbrun should
feel a lot better, there is actually someone worse than he is. O'Neill is slow
and barely got his first punt off without

being blocked. One of his punts placed
the Lions on their own 44-yard line,
which led to a field goal and another
punt gave the Lions field position at
their own 48-yard line, that drive
ended with a touchdown.
Kevin Butler better not put the
BEARS' kicking situation into a deeper
rut. As of week eleven, Butler has
made 17 of 20 field-goal attempts, but
his misses came at crucial points in the
game. However, Butler has redeemed
himself by making the game winning
field goal against the New York Giants
with seven seconds left in the game.
There are probably many explanations or excuses as to why the BEARS
are only seven and five. The three
straight loses could have and should
have been won. The BEARS lost in
overtime to the Pittsburgh Steelers
when Neil O'Donnell rallied his team
to a tying touchdown in the last minute
of the fourth quarter. The BEARS
were unable to maintain Brett Favre
and the Green Bay Packers, and Erik
Kramer failed to connect in the end
zone in the waning seconds of the
game. Game eleven was lost to the Detroit Lions when the BEARS blew their
chance of tying the game in the final
minute.
I know the BEARS are capable of
playing better football. The BEARS
know they are capable of playing better
football, but until they start to play better football , fans everywhere arc throwing there anns up in despair.
Dave, do you have my uniform
ready yet?

commercial theater, wouldn't it be risky
and dangerous to allow student-created
plays and art-works to interfere with
the, "business," end of Show Business?
In talking with Professor Rank, he
said the University used to have a
drama department and a music department; however, both departments were
eliminated because of the increased
costs of funding, and the fact that 40
creative students were doing a tremendous amount of work for unappreciative audiences. Since student works
don't sell, why should the student body
and the public-at-large concern itself
with funding indifferent failures?
Aren't audiences going to be satisfied
with a familiar rock-group, and a mimicking Rich Little? Having worked in
the theater for at least ten of my 37
years, I think there are several important reasons for the new Center to not
confme itself exclusively to commercial
talent.
First, Governors State is an institution for learning; regardless of the cost,
the student body should have the opportunity to see student works; but
more importantly, should have the opportunity to create their own art.
Secondly, as to the money question;
a creative producer can produce a very
good show on a shoe-string budget that
is more interesting and innovative than
a multi-million dollar extravaganza.
Thirdly, I have yet to meet a group
of students that would not be interested
in a student-run production. Most students will attend because they have
friends in the cast. other professors will

always attend if the play is a classic, or
just for the simple need of being
entertained.
While the center is a commercially
run operation, it is understandable that
it should devote itself to what brings
the patrons in; however, it would not
hurt the Center to devote three months
of its season to student-run and written
theater works. Theater, by its nature is
an innovative art; it must seek out values and trends that are not the original
status quo of the time. Probably, when
a student has something new and powerful to say, it could generate other producers in the product, and Governors
State would be close to getting on the
cultural map of the United States.
The point is that the opportunity
should be available to all students; if
the Center is to be devoted to nothing
but commercial runs, where are the future playwrights and artists to come
from? The play DRIVING MISS
DAISY started out as an experimental
play funded by an Arts Council in
Georgia; because the play describes
what a lot of Baby Boomers are

experiencing with their aged mothers
and fathers, it quickly became a favorite play on Broadway and eventually
was made into a Hollywood movie.
We have yet to see what would happen if a play by an unknown Governors
State alumni would suddenly become a
hit, and drive the theater-lover to this
university. If enrollment is high now,
it would sky-rocket into an even greater
success for the future. The director of
this new Center has a responsibility,
not only to his patrons, but to the
students.
If the director devotes a time-span
for student-created works, it will be a
far greater boon to the community of
South Chicago and nearby Indiana.
The director must never forget that
theater is created in the newness of life,
and the philosophy of a democratic republic. More opportunities to create
will initiate more opportunities for
viewing which, in tum will initiate
more revenue for not only the university, but the surrounding community.
Let us hope that the new Director of
the Center makes the right decision.

In
Theater's
Defense
By Bruce Weaver
Everyone is talking about the new
Performing Center for Arts and Technology opening on December 2, with
comedian and impressionist, Rich Little. The new center will certainly generate revenue to Governors State
implementing lucrative extra-income
for the university. Like most professional theaters today, the, "entertainment," is based on a loose version of
the old American Vaudeville circuit: A
string of unrelated novelty acts. The list
of perfonners is impressive; along with .
Rich Little we have the incomparable
art of Judy Collins with The Hubbard
Street Dance of Chicago, Charlie Daniels, and The Chicago Jazz Ensemble.
I have heard only one voice of protest from academic circles at the university. Professor Hugh Rank of the
English department remarked in my
American Literature class that Governors State should go back to creating a
small theater and music department.
and not rely on hyped-up vaudeville entertainment. One response to this might
be, "why worry?" If the advertising dollars arc going to be pouring in for a

Answers To The Polygon Puzzles
1. Perhaps it was a coincidence or
Shakespeare helped translate the Bible.
2. Calvin - blue dog
Hobbes - red mouse
Beetle - green cat
3. A little less than 2 mph
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To Seall, Johs, Nadja,Julie, asd the
lllllOVIItor §Iliff: It i§ 11 plea§ure
workillg with you. Great 25th i§§ue!
Be§t ofluck ill your future
esdeavor§.
Your layout editor,

Best Wishes for a joyous
Holiday Season!

The Provost's Of/ice

Cindy Scbildbouse

Live & Learn

From President Paula Wolff
To zny belovedlayout eclitor,
Honey, I love you vezy znucb.
I lmow I waa a je~ butplei16e
1DiHr_Y zne. I love you

Roger

~
The Institute fo r Public P o lley
Governors State University
l!niversity Park, 116046&0975
}'aut M . Green , D~rutor

Congratulations Innovator!
25 years and still counting.
The Institute for Public
Policy and
A dministration is proud of ,
your accomplishments
............·..·.· :····.·.·······. ·. ·...·....· .... ···.··

.

· ..

Love
Mozn

·.-.- ·.·.· .. ··

Dear lnnm,ator staffmembers!
I will forever cherish the memories of
working with all ofyou on this very
special issue. I wish you all a
"Frohliche Weinachten" and a
Happy New Year.

Nadja Voss

Dear Briana/
Meny Cbriat:nJaa and I
b.ope Santa brings you a lot
ofgifta (even in Germany).

To Dr. Perkins
Thank you for your contributions to
the 25th Anniversary Issue.
Best of luck in 1996.

Tire Layout Editor
Cilzdy Sclrildlwuse

··.:
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Chuck ju t got Kilter Instinct.
Chuck's taken one too
many plasma slices to
the face. One too many
cyber

to the groin.

gashes

Because

with his Killer Instinct"' cartridge, he got

1

Killer

Cuts

game

CD. And a free limited-ed1tion cap. As if KI's
ACM graphics and nine

b rutdl

f1qt1tl tly

machines weren't enough. Actually, it was
for Chuck. Just ask him.
thought, maybe not.

Free hill ollllr II . . . . . wllh proof of ~ of Killer lnllincl game C811ridge.
Olllt endl :V-11196. See ~ ....... lor details.

.....-.-~
-.n~ne~nc~o.comll!.l

C1995 Nlntendo!Rate. Killet lnstinc:l"' IS a tr8demlrk of Ninlendo of America Inc.

